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UK chief's
pay raise
draws• fire

Hackers hit
computers
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
spate of high-tech vandalism
against the government continued this week, as computer hackers defaced two more
federal Web sites and left a
taunting note promising to
attack other sites because of
a related FBI investigation.
Hackers from different organizations defaced Web sites
Monday for the Interior Department and a federal supercomputer laboratory in Idaho
Falls, Idaho, claiming "it's our
turn to hit them where it hurts."
"These are the perils of
said
government,"
open
Stephanie Hanna, an Interior
spokeswoman."We try to make
as much of the materials of
the Interior Department as open
and available as possible. The
consequence of that is, those
who choose to do damaging
things can do that."
Messages left at the attacked
sites suggest they were vandalized to retaliate against what
was said to be the FBI's harassment of specific hacker groups,
including the group that boasted of ,breaking into the White
House site last month.
The FBI confirmed it executed four search warrants last
week in Texas related to an
investigation into allegations of
computer intrusion, including
one search at the home of a
prominent hacker in Houston.
Last week, hackers claiming to be from another group
defaced the Web site for the
Senate, causing it to be taken
offlint through the weekend.

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — A double-digit pay raise given
University of Kentucky President Charles T. Wethington has
drawn mixed dt5inions that reflect a national debate about
salaries for university presidents.
Some UK faculty say the salary increase and retirement
benefits given Wethington are excessive. UK trustees who
negotiated a new contract for Wethington say it fairly compensates a successful president.
Such debates are common elsewhere across the country.
.2.7here clearly is an ongoing controversy over what should
be the basis for compensating presidents," said Patrick Callan,
president of the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, a San Jose-based think tank. "No one questions
that good presidents should be well paid, but there is no real
consensus about to what that should be tied."
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
UK trustees negotiated the new contract for Wethington last
of things on the new water
swim
the
in
County
gets
from
Logan
Barrow
..Jacob
AIRBORNE.
month, after extending his contract for two years.
slide at the Murray-Calloway County Park pool while visiting his grandparents in Murray durWethington's contract was to expire in 2001, but was extending the Memorial Day weekend.
ed to 2003, a move that surprised some trustees and faculty.
The haste of the board's decision has generated criticism
from faculty. The University Senate approved two resolutions
condemning the action, which wasn't publicized in advance as
part of the board's agenda.
Under the new contract announced last week. Wethington
ual players and 136 teams from for much of the seven-round tour- will earn an annual salary of $229,439 — a raise of $36,788,
By SCOTT NANNEY
nament, Crafton began to believe or 19 percent. *
around the nation.
Staff Writer
something
special might take place.
received
McCuiston
addition,
In
The Murray Middle School chess
And the new cutract, like his previous one, allows Wething"After the second round, we i...;ere ton to retire as an associate professor in the College of Eduteam recently capped a highly-suc- third-place honors for his performin third place. And after the fourth cation, earning 80 percent of his president's salary. That would
cessful season with an eighth-place ance in the ratings category.
round, we were still in third plate," be a salary of about $183,000 a year.
challenging
there
out
"We were
finish in the National Chess Chamteams from New York and other big- he noted. "We were in fourth place
pionships in Phoenix, Ariz.
Some faculty have said that provision is excessive.
Seven fourth-and fifth-grade stu- ger cities," said Crafton. "This was for the next two rounds, but we
"It's more than what many faculty would earn," said Michael
dents competed for the national ele- just a bunch of Kentucky boys that dropped from fourth to eighth place Kennedy, president of UK's chapter of the American Associmentary team championship during did a great job against that kind of in the final round.
ation of University Professors.
"It was a big accomplishment for
events held May 14-16, according to competition."
Other have complained that the contract and its provisions
The eighth-place finish %vac some- us to finish eighth. But it was kind show a disregard for faculty opinions — the contract was
MMS chess coach Doug Crafton.
Fifth-graders Nathan Crafton, Blake thing that caught Crafton off-guard. of a disappointment because we finalized two days before the University Senate voted on its
"I anticipated the best-case sce- slipped so far down in the stand- critical resolutions.
McCuiston, Justin Arnold, Todd Buck
was a top 10 f.;lish,"
and Randy Finch and fourth-grader nario for
Chess Volp were the representatives he explained.
• See Page 2
But after remaining in the top five • See Page 2
from Murray, among . 1,960 individ-
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Tonight.. Mostly cloudy. A
50 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low near 70.
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MINIS ends chess season

Report
outlines
allegations Patton,
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.(AP)
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority's former point man
on congressional affairs says
TVA Chief Administrative Officer Norm Zigrossi threatened
to have his expenses investigated unless he resigned.
Joe Bailey said he refused
a TVA buyout offer on May 20
and was fired the next day,
according to a report Monday
in Tennessee newspapers.
It is the second such case
to surface in less than a week
as congressional leaders call
for a review of allegations of
infighting, threats and excessive entertainment expenses at
the agency's highest levels.
General
TVA
Inspector
George Prosser said Zigrossi
asked him last week to take
early retirement and a severance package or face retaliation for investigating fraud allegations against another TVA
executive.
Bailey served TVA in Washington until his transferral last
year to the agency's Tennessee
Valley relations office in
Knoxville.
Bailey said the threats came
within days after TVA board
director William Kennoy's term
expired in May.
TVA spokesman Steve Bender said he could not comment on personnel issues.

,

Special interests
combine lobbying,
travel for legislatQrs

Jones split
on Gore
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Reflecting a growing uneasiness
about Vice President Al Gore's
campaign among Democrats around
the country, former Gov. Brereton Jones said Gore is unlikely
to t-.....,Aected president.
"It's going to be very difficult
for Al Gore to disassociate himself from Bill Clinton's character," said Jones, once a leading
Clinton-Gore supporter.
Last week, former New York
Mayor Ed Koch expressed doubts
similar to Jones', and former Texas
Comptroller John Sharp, a part of
the Texas Democratic establish-'
ment, became former New Jersey
Sen. Bill Bradley's campaign chairman in that state.
Gov. Paul Patton says the vice
president's lackluster showings in
national polls are meaningless
because the election is 17 months
away. and he vouches for Gore's
character.
The split between Patton and
Jones is unlikely to have much
impact on the Democratic race
between Gore and Bradley, because
Kentucky holds one of the last
presidential primaries. But Democrats around the country — particularly those who are out of
office and can speak freely -seem increasingly uneasy about
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Three congressmen — including a Kentuckian — and 11 House aides converged on the white sands of
Hawaii's Hapuna Beach in January as guests of the American Association of Airport Executives.
The organization paid for the airfare, meals and hotel rooms so
the Washington delegation could participate in an aviation conference
with airline executives, plane manufacturers and others in the air
transport industry.
Privately sponsored trips to Miami, Palm Springs, Calif., Hawaii
and other spots are — with lobbying and campaign donations — part
of a coordinated strategy by special interests to influence Congress.
While congressional ethics rules sharply limit most gifts, these trips
are allowed for events like speeches, fact-finding and conferences.
The players include old-line trade associations and Companies —
such as representatives of banks, railroads and manufacturers — and
new political forces like Microsoft, the computer software company.
For lawmakers, the accommodations often are more plush than the
standard government hotel room. Sen. Chuck Nagel, R-Neb., and his
wife were put up in a $900-a-night suite in Orlando. Fla., in February by a banking group. Hagel is a member of the Senate Banking
Committee

See Page 2

Farmer: Board will
have tough choices
BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8, Times photo
A GENTLE REMINDER...The monument in front of Murray Middle School stands as a testament to the sacrifices made in defense of liberty. Those sacrifices are
remembered on Memorial Day.

• See Page 2

Counties prepare for prisons
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. (AP) —
Sid Stewart once experienced the
same feelings of anticipation now
felt in several eastern Kentucky
counties that are preparing for new
prisons and the expected economic benefits.
But the Morgan County judgeexecutive has one word of advice
— patience — for residents near
Martin, McCreary. Elliott and Knott
counties, where new federal and
state prisons are planned.

•

Stewart said it has taken nine jobs, all the new motels, all the
years for many of the positive new restaurants it would bring in.
changes to develop since the state's but that didn't happen ... the change
medium-security East Kentucky is so gradual. you almost don't
Correctional Complex opened on know it."
Still, that change is measuraa hilltop overlooking West Liberble.
ty.
When it opened in 1990, about
"I would just tell. -them not to
percent of EKCC's staff were
20
said.
Stewart
up."
hyped
get so
"They said it takes time and they local hires. Stewart said.
"Now 580 people work over
were right. When it was first prorunning
were
people
posed here,
around, talking about all the new • See Page 2

OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) —
Gary Cecil realizes the difficulty
of his new assignment as a member of a board that will determine
how tobacco growers divide their
piece of a settlement with cigarette companies.
The 47-year-old Daviess County tobacco farmer says he expects
few' people will be satisfied with
the board's decision.
But Cecil said he took on the
challenge because he wants to try
to preserve tobacco production not
only for himself but for his 22year-old son Ryan.
Cigarette companies have promised to pay farmers for financial
losses they are expected to take
when cigarette prices increased after
companies settled with states for
health costs associated with tobacco.
The grower money is a separate agreement from the overall

settlement and is supposed to go
only to tobacco quota owners and
growers.
It will be up to the board appointed recently by Gov. Paul Ratton
to decide how to divvy it up. Patton appointed the board despite
the fact a formal agreement has
not been signed.
"It's not going to be easy,"
Cecil said, especially with the tig t
time frame the governor wants the
board to work under and the fact
this is the busy season for farmers.
Cecil said he believes the money
should be distributed based on
how much risk each individual
has in the crop. Growing arrangements in the state are varied. Some
farmers own and grow their own
pounds. Others pay a specific perpound figure to the quota holder

See Page 2
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LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Base salaries of the presidents of Kentucky universities and governing boards, according to the universities
and the Council on Postsecondary Education.
- -Kern Alexander, Murray State University -- $132,769
—George W. Reid, Kentucky State University— $134,000
—Ronald G. Eaglin, Morehead State University — $150,000
--pary A. Ransdell, Western Kentucky University — $152,976
—Robert W. Kustra, Eastern Kentucky University — $165,000
—James C. Votruba, Northern Kentucky University — $169,600
—Michael B. McCall, Kentucky Community and Technical College
System — $180,000
—John W. Shumaker, University of Louisville — $200,000
--Charles T. Wethington, University of Kentucky — $229,439
—Gordon Davies, Council on Postsecondary Education — $260,000

• MMS...
From Page 1
ings," he added.
However, it was Murray's best
finish at the national level since
placing fifth in 1991. The team
was 25th last year.
While the final outcome might
have been a letdown to the team,
their season as a whole was far
from disappointing.
The Murray team's . successful
run began with not only a first
place, but also a second, in the
regional tournament.
4

"This year. we split into two
,teams for the regional championships because we knew we were
already strong enough to win,"
said Crafton. "And we wound up
winning first and second place."
The region championship was
followed by a first-place finish in
fourth-grade competition at the state
level while the fifth-grai* took
second, falling in the championship
round to a team from Louisville.
So, what's the key to all this
chess success?
Pr,actice, practice and more practice.
"The only way that you can

• Gore ...
From Page 1
Gore's campaign.
Patton acknowledges that being
Clinton's vice president is not all
gravy for the former Tennessee
senator.
"You have to take the bone
*ix
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get better is to practice," Crafton
explained. "It's basically the same
as any other sport ... If you want
to be a better hitter in baseball.
you have to stand at the plate and
watch a lot of balls go by.
"Hopefully, the practice will help
you recognize a situation as something that has happened before."
As a form of practice, the Murray Middle team competes in adult
tournaments and occasionally gets
tips from chess masters.
"We've brought in chess masters and held local tournaments,"
said Crafton. "We also have a lot
of guys that play computer chess.
It helps out, but it doesn't provide quite the same setting as
being across the table from another person."
With a young team of players,
Crafton hopes to continue tv)gray
Middle's run of success next season and beyond.
"The team that beat us at the
state tournament were all sixthanticipate
graders," he noted.
all of our team coming back. So
we should already be a favorite
to win the state next year."

•Raise ...
From Page 1
"It will reinforce the view that
a lot of faculty have, that the
board is really not interested in
how the faculty feel," said political science professor Bradley
Canon.
Wethington's original contract
in 1990 offered him a salary of
$143,550, nearly $86,000 less than
his new salary. The original contract allowed him to return to the
community college faculty as an
associate professor.
The new
contract makes
Wethington the highest-paid university president in the state; only
Council on Postsecondary Education President Gordon Davies earns
more among public higher education administrators.
And few university presidents
have as generous a retirement package. Though it is not uncommon
for retiring presidents to return to
the classroom, their pay if they
do is often based on the salaries
held by professors.
For example, the University of
Louisville's John Shumaker is a
tenured full professor in the humanities department.
If at any time he serves as a
professor and not president, he

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

DIGGING DOWN: Workers clean up a lot that was formerly a
home to make way for the new Murray-Calloway County
Hospital wellness center on Poplar Street.

Holiday weekend busy
for local law officials

Staff Report
push him. A scuffle ensued, resulting in the two men falling into the
Murray Ledger & Times
Law enforcement and emer- open trunk of Herndon's car.
Hendrix hit his head on the
gency services saw their fair share
of action over the Memorial Day trunk during the fall and was
treated for minor injuries at the
weekend.
with the pork chop," Patton said
scene
of the accident. Herndon was
The.
Murray
Police
Department
in an iaterview last week. "That's
the question, how big the bone reported three felony arrests over released from the Calloway County
is. But look at how big the ten- the weekend, including one involv- Jail on a $500 unsecured bond.
Scott Wallis, Cook Lane, was
derloin is. He wouldn't even be ing the theft of over $2,200 in cash.
At
approximately
2:34
a.m.
arrested
at the Murray-Calloway
if
nomination)
(for
the
considered
he had not been an important part Tuesday morning, a burglary alarm County Hospital on a felony warwas called into the MPD from Los rant issued last December for firstof the Clinton administration."
Portales
Mexican Restaurant in the degree stalking and violation of a
Jones
supporting
Gore.
Patton is
gave Bradley $250 several months Olympic Center on North 12th domestic violence order.
Wallis was released from the
ago but said last week that he Street,
Calloway
County Jail on $1,000
Units
from
the
MPD
and
the
will
whom
he
hadn't decided
endorse — and that he might even Calloway County Sheriff's Depart- cash.
ment responded and found a subA car, a truck and a house trailer
support Republican Gov. George
ject
running away from the scene all received damage in a vehicle
finds
his
W. Bush of Texas if he
with over $2,200 in cash.
fire Sunday afternoon in Almo, accharacter to be superior.
The suspect, David L. Hall, cording to Calloway County Fire"I am a Democrat, and I think
we've got to get someone who Btoad Street, was held at the scene Rescue Chief Greg Cherry.
can really deal with the character by Murray police officer Scott BivCCFR workers responded to the From Page 1
issue, and if we do that I think ins and was placed under arrest a blaze at 3:49 p.m., which occurred
we've got a chance of winning," with no resistance.
across from Almo Store on the cor- and take all the risk. Others have
Hall was charged with third-de- ner of 1824 and Hwy. 64.
, varying tenant arrangements where
Jones said.
both the quota holder and the
Jones was a Republican legis- gree burglary and is currently
responded
to
five
The unit also
lator in West Virginia before becom- lodged in the Calloway County Jail. minor fires Saturday and a car grower share in the risk..
ing a Kentucky horse breeder and Other charges are pending. Cecil grows 58 acres of tobacwreck Monday.
Adam Herndon, 19, of Shoereformist Democrat. He often talked
co — 50 acres of burley, which
maker Road, Hazel, was arrested
ethics as governor and considered
is what the settlement money is
challenging Patton in last week's over the weekend for driving under
for. His own growing arrangements
Democratic primary, in which Pat- the influence, possession of alcohol
are also varied. Cecil owns some
ton was unopposed for re-election. by a minor and resisting arrest.
quota, leases some and shares risk
Herndon was spotted by Capt. From Page 1
Jones was one of the first govwith the quota holder on still more
ernors 'to endorse Clinton in 1992, Clayton Hendrix while trying to
pounds.
there and 63 percent are from
even atthe Arkansan was embroiled flee the scene of an automobile acThe complicated arrangements
Morgan County — and every year,
•-in his first sex scandal. He later cident.
make it a challenge to come up
According to Captain Bobby it goes up a couple percentage
became disenchanted with the pres,
with a distribution plan, Cecil said.
ident and said during the Monica Holmes, when Hendrix tried to points,- he said.
Prison spokesman Dan Hittepole
place handcuffs on Herndon, the
Lewinsky ' scandal that Clinton
said
that $8.8 million of EKCC's
suspect
jerked
away
and
tried
to
should resign.
annual $16.8 million budget is spent
on payroll for the prison's 398
From Page 1
employees. The average salary is
Rep. Martin Olav Sabo, D-Minn.,
$22,182, but he said all uniformed
staff will receive a $1,000 pay who attended the Hawaii conference at a resort hotel where all
raise on July 1.
Work
crews
from the prison's the rooms have oceanfront views,
Fast Service - Convenient Location
minimum-security unit are permit- admitted, "It's not a bad place in
ted to spend their own money at January. I wouldn't describe it as
This Week's Special
local restaurants on Friday and
a torture chamber."
Large Bar•BsCi
visit a local movie theater, HitBut Sabo said the trip was
Fries and
worthwhile because there was "a
tepole said. Food at the prison is
lorft.
Medium Drink
purchased by contract, sometimes lot of serious work" on airport
Special good thru Sat.. June 5 1999
from local growers, he said.
funding issues.
Minimum-security inmates also
Charles Lewis, of the governperform services to West Liberty, ment watchdog group Center for
Hittepole said, including painting
Public Integrity, said such privately
city hall and the municipal swim- financed trips are a conflict of
ming pool, repairing parks and the
806 Chestnut St • 753-0045
interest for lawmakers.
community center, and helping pre"It's all part of an elaborate
pare for the annual Morgan Counstrategy by most special interests
ty Sorghum Festival.

will earn a salary equal to that of
the highest-paid professor in his
department, instead of his current
$200,000. The average full professor at UofL earns about $68,000.
Many universities provide their
presidents special retirement trusts,
in place of or in addition to the
state retirement plans.
UK also contributes about 15
percent of Wethington's annual
salary — about $34,000 under the
new contract — toward his retirement.
Morehead State University last
year also set up a separate retirement plan for the first time for
President Ron Eaglin. Morehead
is donating about $66,000 annually over the next four years to a
retirement trust.
The UK board's chairman, former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt, said the new contract
was designed to reward Wethington for his service.
"He has done a good job and
we are rewarding his performance," Breathitt said after the contract was released.
Breathitt also noted that the
contract also puts the salary of
UK's president in the middle of
its benchmark universities.'

•Farmer ...

•Prisons ..

• Legislators

Good Food

$399

TJ's Baria-Q

He believes the plan will have to
be a simple one or else the administration will be too cumbersome.
At stake is Kentucky's share
of the roughly $5.15 billion. And
140,000 to 160,000 people have a
vested interest, said John-Mark
Hack, director of the governor's
office on agriculture policy.

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR
THAT PERSON WHO WANTS
TO REMAIN ACTIVE.
A RECLINER.

Introducing the Invacare Lift-Out Chair. A
recliner that helps you get up quickly and
easily. Its three-way positioning feature
allows you to recline to full, partial, and
upright positions at the touch of a button
And it comes in a variety of styles and colors.
Plus, it's warranted for three years. And if
you come in right now, you can get it for as little as $477.50. So hurry over and get the gift
that's perfect for the
person who would
rather take a walk
than take a nap.
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— it's one arrow in their quiver,"
Lewis said. "They ... take them
on lavish trips, hobnob with them
on golf courses, they bring cash
to the campaigns. And guess what?
It works."
The airport executives who
played host to Sabo hlvie a huge
stake in legislation to renew the
federal trust fund that finances airport construction, and to increase
airport passenger fees.
Air transportation interests contributed $6,250 to Sabo, $22,480
to Rep. Ron Packard, R-Calif., and
$500 to Rep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky.
in 1997-98 — the three congressmen who attended the Hawaii
conference, records show.
Microsoft spokesman Adam
Sohn said the software company
also invites lawmakers to its headquarters near Seattle to combine dis-

About 20 Congress members
and 50 staffers have visited in recent
months, Sohn said, without specifying how many trips were paid
by Microsoft.
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Six tobacco farmers are on the
board, as well as former House
Speaker Joe Clarke. Patton, Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith and Attorney General Ben
Chandler are also on the board.

cussions of the issues with technology demonstrations that "we
often can't bring to Washington."
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Family fights over
businessman's ashes
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Stuart H. Adams died nearly a month
ago, but the ashes of the wealthy
road contractor, coal operator and
real-estate developer remain at a
local funeral home.
Three of Adams' eight children
have gone to court to demand at
least half of his remains. The suit
was filed last month in Pike Circuit Court against their stepmother, Brenda Cooke Adams.
The funeral home, however,
refused to give Adams' ashes to
his children on orders from his
widow.
"We didn't want all of them,"
said Barbara Adams Deskins, a
daughter who owns a Pikeville
guardrail company. "We just wanted half of them.
"When we went to the funeral
home (to make arrangements), we
bought two urns, OK — so we
weren't being selfish. We just wanted our part so we could honor
our dad the way he wanted to be
honored, on Adams property. But
she put a stop to that."
A Pike County judge has issued
a restraining order that also bars
his widow from claiming the
remains.
In the lawsuit, Adams' children

Ortis G. Drinkard

Ortis G. Drinkard, 89, Belmont Drive, Murray, died
Monday,
May 31, 1999, at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

claim they fear their stepmother
"may improperly dispose" of their
father's remains.
Stuart Adams' son, David H.
Adams, a Pikeville lawyer, and
Deskins, his half-sister, said their
father and Brenda Cooke Adams,
50, had a lengthy relationship before
she became his third wife on Nov.
21, 1998. She showed no interest
in the funeral arrangements after
signing permission to cremate his
-father, Adams said.
Adams, who died of cancer on
May 6 at age 76, was the founder
of Adams Construction Co. in
Pikeville and a friend of Gov. Paul
Patton.
Deskins said Brenda Adams had
been "fairly good" to her father
during their 20-year relationship
after he divorced his second wife
in the 1970s. Her father knew he
was terminally ill when they married last year, she said.
Stuart Adams' will has not been
probated.

—

Successful education depends on the basics.

In the meantime, Pike Circuit
Judge Eddy Coleman has ordered
Honored for 30 years of
Stuart Adams' ashes kept at the
ty
Hospital and West Viet
funeral home until the reading of
Ruth Mills, Hattie Blanton
his will hopefully discloses directions for the disposal of his remains. ,is Brenda Griffin.

Kingston is accused of making his
niece his 15th wife and having
sex with her.
The girl's father, John Kingston,
pleaded no contest to child abuse
and could get up to five years in
prison at his sentencing June 29.
David Kingston, 32, could get
up to five years in .prison and a
$10.000 fine on each of four counts
if convicted. He has rejected all
proposed plea bargains and insists
he is innocent, said his attorney,
Stephen McCaughey.
McCaughey already has assailed
the niece's "inconsistent statements"
about how many times they had
sex, and denies it happened. Prosecutors say it happened four times

17
10-drid Kingston is an accountant for the secretive Kingston clan
based in Salt Lake County that
has as many as 1,000 members
and business assets worth up to
$150 ,million.
The clan shares many of the
beliefs of other polygamous groups
in the state but stands apart in
practicing incest.
Modern-day polygamists. unlike
70 percent of Utah's population,
are not members of The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
But their practices have roots in
the early church, when founder
Joseph Smith sanctioned plural mar-

COMPLETELY-IN-THE-CANAL
HEARING INSTRUMENT
•Smaller-Practically Invisible
'Enhanced Performance
And Dependability
'Automatic Volume
Adjustment
'Works Well With Telephone

For Many...
The
Ultimate
Hearing
Aid!

sSave
Offer expires 6/3099

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

Call Today
(270) 753-8055

HEARING REHABILITATION
206 South 4th • Murrai,
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TF?UST-

• Simile;
• Clearer
• Easier
• Twice the batterylife
• Twice the Minutes
• NOT Twice The Price!!!

(502)753-7567
506 North 12th Street • Alurray, Kentucky

EVENING
Pick 3:
4-4-8
Pick 4:
3%8-3-0
Cash 5:
5-10-21-24-34

College Begins In Kindergarten!
Your child's educational
future may well depend on the
basics that he or she is taught in
the earliest years of school. The
program used in Eastwood
Christian Academy is now used in
over 8,000 schools across
America. The program includes
reading in Kindergarten with a
strong emphasis on phonics.

Murray-Calloway CounHome were: (from left)
Not pictured

riage.
The early Mormons' practice
plural marriage was renounced.
In

"Training the heart as well as the mind!"
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 270-753-7744
OR VISIT 2191 STATE RT. 94 EAST, MURRAY, KY

Since 1854

Briggs & Stratton
61%4.
Bristol Myers Squibb 677'.Caterpillar
55.
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Daimler Chrysler
38e/4Dean Foods
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1
Exxon
Ford Motor
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General Electric
General Motors
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Goodrich •
40% •
Goodyear
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HopFed Bank*
201116B 20%A
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
63. •
Intel
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Kroger
LG&E
27'•
Lucent Tech
57 •
Mattel
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McDonalds
38'1 unc
Mercantile Bank
58
Merck
671'.• Microsoft
79.
J.C. Fenney
50
Quaker Oats
65 •
Schering-Plough
45
Sears
47.
Texaco
63'. - •
Time Warner
67'
Union Planters
40'
UST
• 30
Wal-Mart
42 —

Catfish & Shrimp Dinner
Catfish Dinner or
Catfish Feast

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
uric - price unchanged

$2.00 OFF

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

The elementary has a strong
language arts and math program.
The high school requires collegepreparatory courses. Our education revolves around Bible-based
curriculum with caring. Christian
teachers. Students who have
gone through this curriculum
rank in the top 20 percentile
nationwide on the Stanford
achievement test.

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY

Polygamist charged with incest faces trial
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — It
began last summer when a 16year-old girl showed up at a rural
gas station just south of the Idaho
state line.
She said she had run seven
miles from a family ranch where
her father had beaten her for trying to leave a forced marriage
with her uncle.
Now the uncle. David 0.
Kingston. faces charges of incest
and unlawful sexual contact in a
case that has put an international
spotlight on the practice of
polygamy in Utah.
Prosecutors and defense attorneys were to begin picking a jury
today to hear the case, in which
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YTH I SO Yard Tractor

Twin Bagger'

• IS hp Kohler Command OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit 1999,5
included.

SPECIAL

LTH 130
Lawn Tractor $179995

With the purchase of a YTHI SO,
LTHI 30 orYTH14S.

13 hp Kohler OHV engine I
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit included.

Husqvarna

www.husqvarna.com
"Incas,products, prornotDone, offers and linen< rig may wary by deal.,
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Murray Home & Auto
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Casting stones on reports

WASHINGTON (AP) — To
make a political issue of Chinese
nuclear spying. Republicans have
to pleaded ignorance. because GOP
administrations were in charge for
12 of the 20 years when weapons
secrets are said to have been leaking.
That's producing an odd debate.
Presidents are supposed to super- ogy."
"It's untortunate that China has
vise national security and intelliRep. Christopher Cox, R-Calif., been stealing secrets during
Carter,
gence gathering, so in contending chairman of the select committee
Reagan, Bust and Clinton," he
that the current administration is that investigated ChineEe spying
, said. "But there is only one adminculpable but theirs weren't, Repub- said it has worsened on Clinton's
istration that has been given the
licans are admitting that their peo- watch.
news."
ple didn't do the job right either.
"If you take a look at the qual:"This administration knew more
There is ample evidence of blun- ity and quantity of thefts that have
and still chose not to take action."
dering by this White House.
occurred of late, this is an espi- said Elizabeth Dole.
It's worse because of blurred onage effort that has accelerated
Dan Quayle, vice president in
White House accounts of who over the last several years," he
the administration of Bush's father,
knew what when, of what Presi- said in a TV interview.
said they would have dealt with
dent Clinton was told, at what
The report from Cox's committee the spying had they known
.
time, and why there wasn't instant was unanimous and bipartisan,
but
"The real political scandal is
action.
the mood didn't last. While both the fact that there
was evidence
Clinton's instinct for the eva- Democrats and Republicans are sayof this and the first response of
sive answer is -part of his prob- ing that the task now is to
fix the administration was simply to
lem now. He said 2 1/2 months what's wrong and protect what
ignore it, to cover it up," Quayle
ago that he was not aware of any secrets haven't been lost, the
blame said.
espionage by China against U.S. argument comes first. Sen. Trent
He sidestepped the question of
nuclear weapons laboratories "dur- Lott, the Senate Republican
leader, whether the Bush administration
ing my presidency."
said there should be no rush to should have known.
In defense of that statement, judgment — and that heads should
"The fact is we didn't. and I
Clinton allies now say that nobody roll.
can't go back eight, or seven years
has been convicted of spying.
Eighty House Republicans joined as to why we didn't,
but we didBut the administration had by one maverick Democrat havt
,
e n't," he said.
reports of alleged espionage as early sent Clinton a letter calling
for
But there were warning signals
as 1995, and Sandy Berger, Clin- the resignation of Berger on ground
s in those Republican years. A
ton's national security adviser, has he misled Congress and the
nation Defense Intelligence Agency report
said he briefed the president on as to when he was told of
Chi- in 1984 reported Chinese nuclear
the problem in July 1997; he'd nese espionage and when
he told spying even then. It was released
earlier said it wasn't' until 1998.
the president.
last week by the private National
Clinton issued a directive for
The chairman of the Senate Intel- Security Archive.
stronger security and counterintel- ligence Committee, Sen.
Richard
During the Bush administration,
ligence measures at the nuclear Shelby, R-Ala., wants
Attorney the General Accounting Office
weapons labs in February 1998.
General Janet Reno to resign for reported that ineffec
tive security
And whatever the timing of mishandling the legal side
of the made the weapons labs vulneraClinton briefings, the House report spy case.
ble to espionage.
that China has been stealing nuclear
She said she won't, but acknowlAn Energy Department official
secrets was delivered to the admin- edged delays in the case,
and said says he tried to alert the Senate
istration on Jan. 3.
she was not informed of a dis- Intelligence Commit
tee to alleged
All of that invites suspicions pute that prevented
FBI wiretap- spying in 1994 and 1996.
and Republican accusations of lax ping of an alleged
spy two years
The House report suggests that
security or worse, suggesting, with- ago.
the problem may have started as
out really saying, that the mess
Republican candidates for pres- a Cold War leftove
r, because U.S.
may have something to do with ident in 2000
quickly seized on intelligence was so focused on
the
illegal Chinese contributions to the the spy issue.
Texas Gov. George old Soviet Union that China wasDemocrats for the 1996 Clinton W. Bush breaki
ng his relative n't a priority.
re-election campaign.
silence to say that he'd have acted
That has changed in the past
The House report said Chinese immediately as preside
nt.
few years, the committee report
agents "may have used these conHe said Clinton didn't, and then said, but U.S. authori
ties still lack
tributions to gain access to U.S. tried to minimi
ze the seriousness the resources or the linguists
needmilitary and commercial technol- of the breach
.
ed for the task.

KENTUCKY ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland
More than just a marvelous place to view exotic aquatic life from throughout the world, the Newport Aquarium — which opened May 15 — is the
key development in what residents hope will change
the image of the northern Kentucky city. With its
own major tourist attraction, the new Newport has
arrived.
Newport has long attracted visitors from nearby Cincinnati and other neighboring communities.
But until recent years. the lure of Newport has
not been attractions that are likely to be promoted in the local tourist bureau's brochures. ...
That began to change more than a decade ago
when Newport residents elected a mayor and city

commission that ran on reform platform. The new
mayor and commission put limits on the strip joints
and ordered police to crack down on the gambling
and prostitution.
Slowly, the city's image as Sin City began
to
fade.
In the saerly 1980s, no developer would have
ever considered building a world-class aquarium
in
downtown Newport.
The town simply was no place for a family
attraction.
Now the aquarium is the centerpiece of what
promises to be the aggressive new development of
shops, restaurants and hotels along the city's waterfront. ...

Memorial Day in my home town
starts with a parade, always has.
The bands and floats begin to line
up at the American Legion around
9:30.
Veterans of all ages cluster on
the porch, smoking and swapping
stories. Some still are trim enough
to wear the uniforms they came
home in; others sport pot bellies,
pony tails and blue jeans.
Kids braid red, white and blue
crepe paper into the spokes of
their bikes and mount small flags
on the handle bars.
They weave in and out of the
assembling groups, stopping long
enough to taunt a Girl Scout or
to practice a snappy salute.
Occasionally, a wayward boy lets
loose a cherry bomb or a fire
cracker at the fringes of the crowd,
sparking at least one adult to warn:
"If someone gets hurt, you'll be
sorry."
The parade starts at Borough
Hall and goes down Main Street
all the way to the YMCA — past
the train station, the old movie
theatre, and the Corner Confectionary.
Fittingly, it ends at Memorial
Park, in an arbor of specially planted trees and quiet paths, a living
tribute to the community's war dead.
It used to be that as soon as
the parade was over, the folks
who lived on Rolfe Place in
Metuchen got together for a block
party.
The way my niece, Jennifer,
remembers the annual event, "The
kids were always out first, trying
to push their parents to get going
and come, outside so the party

could start."
It really wasn't anything all that
special, but to the kids it was a
big deal. "The whole neighborhood was there," Jennifer recalled.
"We looked forward to it every
year."
She thinks back to spirited
games, and the rain-or-shine policy that sometimes forced the residents of Rolfe to huddle in damp
garages as brave chefs barbecued
under beach umbrellas outside.
One rite of the day pitted adults
against kids in volleyball. "Everybody was a lot younger then," my
sister, Pamela, declared. She
recalled one neighbor, an Olympic
wrestling coach, and how his brawn
helped his team win every year.
"All he had to do is keep spiking them over the net. Ba-boom."
"But it got a little harder for
us every year," Pamela admitted.
"The kids beat us pretty handily
the 21st year, and after that, well..."
For 24 years, Rolfe Place marked
Memorial Day with a block party.
But when I call my sister today
to find out how it's going, she
tells me they no longer celebrate
this way.
"The kids grew up, got married and moved away," she
explained. "It just petered out."
The neighborhood is surpris-

ingly stable, with many of the
same families — or parts of them
- still living there. But Mrs. Schwint
is a widow now, the Johnsons are
in ill health and Mrs. McCann has
multiple sclerosis. Divorce has
taken its toll as well.
My sister told me that just yesterday she and some of her neighbors were reminiscing about the
old days, when Rolfe Place buzzed
with excitement on Memorial Day.
There is talk of resifkrrecting the
block party, but that seems doubtful. So many of the kids are in
far-flung places.
When I call Jennifer in Florida to ask if her Niceville neighborhood has get-togethers like the
one on Rolfe Place, she said, "I
hardly know my neighbors. We
might say hello or wave at each
other across the street, but that's
about it."
But she remembered .her days
of growing up fondly. "I felt safe
going to any house on Rolfe Place,"
she said. "But I cannot imagine
my children having that freedom
as they get older. We roamed all
over."
So Memorial Day takes on new
layers of meaning. Not only do
we mourn the war dead. We also
lament the passing of time and
the loss of simple pleasures.

•

urytng the dead

WASHINGTON (AP) — Like
books in a library, each with a
name for a title,each with a story ,
‘si II\G TON YESTERDAY
to tell, the graves at Arlington
National Cemetery sweep down
the green hills to a broad river in
a place where a nation honors its
LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
own.
Associated Pnu Writer
But the first volume, the one
that explains the presence of the
"It was clear that Meigs' inten- ry skies of his own
home-land
rest,. could be titled "Revenge," a tion was to bury soldier
s in the America's unknown dead from
story of soldiers from one side of immediate proximity
to Arlington France sleeps tonight,
a soldier
a civil war buried deliberately at House, render
ing the mansion unin- home
from the wars."
the dooryard of the other side's habitable should
the Lee family ever
Since then soldiers who lost
commanding general.
attempt to return," James Edward
their names as well as their lives
They were buried, these Union Peters wrote
in the detailed 1986
soldiers, out of necessity but also guide.
"Arlington National Ceme- have been chosen to represent the
out of spite.
tery, Shrine to America's Heroes," dead of World War II, Korea, VietTheir graves guaranteed that publis
nam.
hed by Woodbine House.
Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee
Advancing technology enabled
The burials began immediately
would never again occupy Arlingaround Mrs. Lee's rose garden. In the positive identification of the
ton House, his wife's pillared Vir1866, Meigs ordered a vault for serviceman selected to represent
ginia mansion with its spectacular
2,111 unidentified soldiers whose Vietnam veterans.
view of Washington across the
riengmta
oinns had been found near WashLast year the remains of Air
Potomac.
Force
1st Lt. Michael J. Blassie
The story lost its sting long
The
Lees
never
return
ed,
but
were
disinte
rred and transferred to
ago when Confederate dead joined
their Union foes at rest, when the Meigs stayed on. He is buried a his family, unknown no more.
place became the grounds on which short stroll from the House next
Recently. members of a House
Americans of all wars were interred, to a son, shot dead near the end committee complained loudly that
of the war.
honored and commemorated.
the cemetery needs roadwork, that
His name is now just one on
Today, on 612 acres, there are
water damage in the chapel of the
more than 250,000 war dead, vet- a long roll call: Justice Oliver memorial amphit
heater is unreWendel
l Holmes; presidential canerans and their dependents.
paired
,
that
sidewa
lks are buckdidate
Willia
m
Jennin
gs Bryan;
Their ranks include presidents
ling and flagstones are breaking.
polar
explor
er
Richar
d
Byrd;
Presand privates. More than 4 million
"We need some help," said
ident Taft; Daniel "Chappie" James
people visit each year.
Arling
ton Superintendent John C.
Jr.,
the
first
black four-star genBut in the beginning there was
eral;
Metzle
Joe
r Jr., pleading for more
Louis,
the
boxer; Gen.
the columned plantation house
where George Washington Parke John J. Pershing, the World War money for maintenance.
Custis, the adopted son of the I commander; Samuel Dashiell
Most visitors, however, will see
nation's first president, had installed Hammett, the detective novelist only well-tended, quiet beauty.
every piece of Washington mem- who created Sam Spade.
Although space is increasingly
At night, the flame above Pres- restricted,
orabilia he could find: portraits, capmore than 5,000 people
tured battle flags, the general's ident Kennedy's grave winks and are interre
d at Arlington each year.
Yorktown tent, his clothes, his flickers on the slope below ArlingAnd still come echoes of the
ton House.
umbrellas, his death bed.
scene Kirke Simpson witnessed
"I could stay here forever," he
In 1830, Custis' daughter, Anna,
said during a visit in 1963, the when the Unknown Soldier from
married Robert E. Lee.
World War I was interred.
They were liVitg at Arlington year of his assassination.
"A rocking blast of gunfire rang
House in 1861 when Lee, then a
Arlington has been indelible in
lieutenant colonel, declined Abra- the national mind since 1921 when from the woods. The glittering cirham Lincoln's offer to command the government interred the cle of bayonets stiffened to a salute
the Unions army and cast his lot Unknown Soldier from World War to the dead.
instead with the Confederacy.
I "in honored glory."
"Again the guns shouted their
Arlington House was quickly
Kirke Simpson, an Associated message of honor and farewell.
occupied. Looting followed.
Press correspondent, wrote a Again they boomed out; a loyal
The remaining Washington relics Pulitzer Prize-winning story that comrade was
being laid to his last,
were packed and labeled, "Cap- began: "Under the wide and star- long
rest."
tured at Arlington." Many are now
MURRAY
at the Smithsonian Institution.
Meanwhile, battles had been
fought near Washington, creating
an urgent need for burial space.
WALTER L. APPERSON
Brig. Gen. Montgomery C.
AMY WILSON
Publisher
Meigs, quartermaster general of
Managing Editor
the U.S. Army. a man who had
ALICE ROUSE
developed an acid hatred of the
General Manager
South, ordered the immediate
'Wher
e
there
is
no vision, the people perish.'
seizure of the house and grounds
for a military cemetery.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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Tomorrow is a special day for the ladies of the Murray
Country Club and their guests as the annual George Hart
Memorial Golf Tournament for women will be played. This
tournament was started at the club soon after the club was
organized to honor Mr. Hart and his help with the organization of the first country club here.
The late Mr. Hart, an oMcial with the former Bank of Murray, had such an impact on so many lives in Murray and Calloway County. On a personal note and our appreciation to Mr.
Hart and the bank was the lending of money to us to start the
construction of our first home on North 17th Street in Murray
in 1950. Mr. Hart and Bank of Murray and other banks in .the
county have had such a great impact in the lives of many families who are buying their first home or car.

Officers of 1998-99 of the Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club hosted the April meeting at the Fifteenth & Olive Delicatessen, Murray. They are, from left,
Norma Paschall, vice chairman, Toni Hopson, treasurer,
Annie Knight, co-chairman, Lou Ann Philpot, secretary, and
Lee Ann Taylor, co-chairman.

Rabies clinics start Wednesday
Calloway County Veterinary Medication Association and the Calloway County Health Center will sponsor the annual rabies clinics
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The cost will be $5 per animal.
The schedule was published on page. 5 on May 27 of the Murray
Ledger & Times. For information call the health center at 7533381.

Christian Fellowship
has special events

Legal assistance will be offered
West Kentucky Legal Services will be at Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center Friday to assist with wills, living wills
and powers of attorney. This is a free service to all senior adults
age 60 and over. For more information or ot make an appointment
call 753-0929.

Erwin Circle will meet
Cordelia Erwin Circle of the Stiuth Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will meet Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. Dorothy
Higginbotham will be in charge of the program and Clovis Brown
will be hostess.

CCC reunionon Saturday
The 17th annual reunion of former members of the CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps) Camp and their families will be Saturday
at Lake Barkley Lodge Resort Park. One of the CCC camps was
located on the south side of Murray in the early 1940s. All interested persons are invited. For information call Brona P. Vick, Springville,
Tenn., at 1-901-642-7762.

VA officer here on Wednesday
A veterans assistance officer will be at the Murray Post Office
on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. The officer will provide free
counseling assistance in tiling claims for state and federal benefits.
For more information contact Sam McClaren, regional coordinator
for Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs at 1-800-928-9622.

Rogers reunion on Saturday
The annual Rogers family reunion will be Saturday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South
Seventh Streets, Murray. A potluck meal will be served. For more
information call 753-5364 or 759-3656.

Jennifer Toney and Brandon Arant

Toney-Arant vows
will be said June 26
James and Sandra Toney of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Larisa Toney, to Brandon Shane Arant, son Of Barry and Barbara Arant of Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Buddy and Bobbie Mitchell
and of Louise Calhoun and the late Taylor Calhoun, all of Cadiz.
Miss Toney is also the great-granddaughter of Nellie Mitchell and the
late Woodrow Mitchell of Cadiz and the late Mack and Mae Faughn
of Lyon County.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Clarence and Cathy Arant of
Paducah and of the late Ledford and Juanita Hodges of Paducah.
Miss Toney is a 1995 graduate of Northside Christian Academy
and is presently employed by Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. ,
Mr. Arant is a 1995 graduate of Lone Oak High School and is
presently employed by the City of Paducah.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 26, 1999,
at 2 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of- the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
After their wedding and honeymoon the couple will reside in Lone
Oak.

Oaks ladies plan events
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge at 9:30 a.m.
A nine hole golf scramble will start at 9:30 a.m. with Crystal
Parks, phone 753-4645, as hostess. Pairings will be made at the
tee. A potluck luncheon will be served at noon.

Board meeting tonight .
Murray Woman's Club Executive Board will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Lois Pharris, president. urges
all members to attend and to note the change in date tor this
month.

Faxon Fellowship Wednesday
Faxon Fellowship will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at Green Horse
Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. This is for all persons who
ever attended Faxon School and their spouses and friends. For
more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Couples Bridge at Oaks
Couples Bridge at Oaks Country Club will be Saturday at 7:30
p.m. at the club. Hosts will. be Pam and Gerry Kelly, phone 7539673. This is open to all members of the club

BIRTHS
Megan Elizabeth Greer
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Greer of 1902 Larkspur Dr., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter. Megan Elizabeth Greer, born on Monday, May
24, 1999, at 7:42 a.m. at the Murray-Calloaay County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds three ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Cheri Harper. lwo brothers are
Ryan and Tyler.
Grandparents are Jim and Phyllis Greer and L.H. and Bettye Harper, all of Beaver Dam.

Matthew Kyle Weatherbee
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Michael Weatherbee of P.O. Box 571, Murray. are the parents of a son, Matthew Kyle . Weatherbee, born,on
Wednesday. May 26, 1999, at 8:11 a.m. at the Maray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds seven ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Tabatha Ann Bradford. Two sisters are Ruby—and Rachel.
Grandparents are Ralph Bradford of Metropolis, Ill.. Janet Bradford
of Conroe. Texas. and Wannetta Weatherbee of Mayfield.

Depression Group will meet

OPEN 6 DAYS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE

Depression Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the private dining room of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Kathy Culben RN, MSN, CS at 762-1485.

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat 8-12

Almo-Dexter meeting tonight
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Almo Station. All area residents are
urged to attend.
Ronnie Meivir

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone
& Summit Tires

Christian Fellowship School at
Draffenville observed its first eighth
grade graduation ceremonies on
May 17 at 7 p.m.
Graduating eighth graders were
Beth Davidson, Dorinda Drake.
Julie Davis, Ashley Pugh, Ben
Lewis, Eric Klope, Jesse Stamper, Eric • Knees, Nicole Larson,
Alicia Donohoo, Erin Timmons,
Ray Otey, Jonathan Scott and Cara
Martin.
The commencement exercises
for the Christian Fellowship High
School Class of 1999 were held
May 22 at 4 p.m. in the sanctuary of Christian Fellowship Church.
Speeches were delivered by
Rebecca Moore, valedictorian, and
Jonathan Sircy, salutatorian. Clayton Campbell played a violin solo
and some of the graduating seniors sang -The Blessing Song."
Tina Fox. CFS- principal, presented the diplomas, and Donnie
Peal, school administrator, gave
closing remarks and the benediction.'•
The 25 high school graduates
were Sherri Anderson, Devin Binkley, Clayton Campbell, Jessica
Cates. Frank Cole, Josh Cope, Joe
Davis, Josh Gibson. Ana Guerra,
Jacob Howard, Justin Jones, Tim
Klatt. Ashley Lee, Amanda Long,
Krista Mathis, Joel McClure,
Rebecca Moore, Ben Morrow,
Stacey Notes, Derek Owen. Rachel
Rich, Emily Robertson, Josh Sharp,
Jonathan Sircy and Aaron Spanton.
The class of 1999 received over
$125,000 in scholarships. These
are as follows:
Josh Cope - $500 scholarship
from Mediacom.
Joe Davis - $500 leadership
award from Murray State University along with a $2,000 per year
athletic scholarship also from MSU.
Josh Gibson - $1,750 leadership award from Murray State
University.
Justin Jones - $6,100 per year
Marvin D. Mills scholarship from
Murray State University.
Tim Klatt - $6,000 per year
athletic scholarship from Bethel

College.
Rebecca Moore - $3,400 valedictorian scholarship from Paducah Community College.
Ben Morrow - $500 academic
scholarship from Drury Restaurants Inc./Burger King, along with
a $1,750 readership award from
Murray State University.
Rachel Rich - $500 Mercantile
Bank scholarship, a $500 per year
scholarship from the Cumberland
Presbyterian
denomination, a
$3,200 per year athletic scholarship and a $4,000 per year academic scholarship from Bethel College.
Josh Sharp - $500 Mercantile
Bank scholarship and a $1,750 leadership award from Murray State
University.
Jonathan Sircy - Presidential
scholarship from Murray State University worth over $28,000.
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Pier I Imports
is pleased to have
Nikki Satterwhite
bride-elect of
Jeremy Stom
join our
bridal registry.
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We are pleased to
announce that
Nancy Wilson
bride-elect of
Brad Burns
has made her domestic and
household selections through
our bridal registry.
Nancy and Brad
will he married June / /94)9

We are pleased to
announce that
Cristi Sorrels
bride-elect of
Michael Gills
has made her domestic and
household selections through
our bridal registry.
Cristi and Michael
will be married June 19, 1999

pleased to
announce that
Daysha Hooks
bride elect of
Troy Doss
has made her domestic and
household selections through
our bridal registry
Daysha and Troy
t, he married June 19, /999
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Mistakes drop Tigers from regional 9-4

•

Reidland halts Murray's
16-game winning streak
•

• •
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By MARK YOUNG
Reidland 9, Murray 4
Sports Editor
121 004 1 — 9 13 4
Murray had used the simplest 1:Midland
Murray
200 101 0 — 4 73
of formulas to win 16 straight games Ail Wilson and Rooney, Andrus, Cathey (6)
this season: Put the ball in play Thieke 6 and Gelb WP—Wilson (3-1)
LP—Andrus (4-1) 26 R-Knees, Behrent
and back it up with solid defense. Kirksey, M-Thaeke.
38 Rooney HR—Reid
But somewhere along the way. land, Rooney, 2 on. sixth
Reidland stole Murray's secret
recipe for success and used it field routed Carliels County 14-1
against the Tigers in the First
In today's semifinals, Reidland
Region tournament opener Mon- will meet Mayfield at 2 p.m., folday at Reagan Field.
lowed by Graves County against
Reidland out-hit Murray 13-7 Lone Oak. The championship game
and took advantage of three offi- is Thursday at 4:30.
cial Tiger errors and other misMurray trailed only 4-3 after
takes to win 9-4, ending not only five innings, but Reidland (20-12)
Murray's incredible winning streak scored four runs in the sixth and
but also its season at 24-6. It marked tacked on another in the seventh
the second straight year the Tigers to pull away for the win.
have bowed out in the first round
The Tigers' defensive miscues
of the regional tournament.
began in the first inning. The
"Reidland outplayed us," said Greyhounds' Tim Amyx, who
a disappointed Murray coach Cary reached base on a fielder's choice
Miller. "They made the playS and bunt, stole second, and took third
we didn't. We knew this was the on a high throw. He scored on a
toughest draw we could have got- triple by Kevin Rooney for a 1ten as a district winner, but we 0 Reidland lead.
don't have any excuses. We just
Murray took a 2-1 lead in the
didn't get the job done."
second. Micah Cathey led off with
In other first round games Mon- an infield, single and went to secday, Lone Oak nipped Marshall ond as Shane Andrus reached first
County 5-4. Graves County downed
Hickman County 15-6 and May- •See Page 7
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger

& Times photo
Murray's Chris Baurer (right) is greeted by John David Thieke after Baurer scored
one of his two runs in the Tigers'
9-4 loss to Reidland Monday in the First Region tournament at Reagan Field.

Elliott's balancing act
gives Spurs 2-0 edge
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — The moment was one
a shooter lives for. and Sean Elliott can shoot
with the best of them.
Standing on his toes just inside the sideline.
Elliott sank a 3-pointer with nine seconds to go
Monday night to give the San Antonio Spurs an
amazing 86-85 victory over the Portland Trail Blazers in Game 2 of the Western Conference finals.
"I dream about making bigger shots," Elliott
said. "Hopefully, if we make the finals. I'll have
a chance. I •don't know if I have ever hit a bigger one."
It was an incredible end to a great game for
Elliott. whose silky-smooth jumper was on target
throughout. He was 6-for-7 front- 3-point range.
and his next-to-last 3-pointer with under a minute
to play cut Portland's lead to 84-81.
"I -felt good the whole game," Elliott said.
"Sometimes you get in a situation where you feel
that you can't miss."
The Spurs, who trailed by 18 in the third quarter, led only once — at the finish.
"In a word, I would probably say gut-wrenching," Portland coach Mike Dunleavy said.
The Spurs have a 2-0 lead in the best-of-7
series, which won't resume until Friday at Portland's Rose Gah-den.
"I'm pretty sure they thought they had this game
in the bag," Elliott said, "so for us to come back
and win has got to break their backs a little bit."
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Knicks hope
to avoid
duplication
of Game 2s

)
lir"-

Damon StOudamire, sho scored 15 points for
the Blazers, missed one of two free throws with
12 seconds to play to keep the door open for San
Antonio. which called timeout.
"We came out of the huddle with a couple of
options," Mario Elie said. "Sean looked at me and
said, 'I've got one more in me.' I got him the
ball, and sure enough. he had another bullet."
Elliott barely avoided a steal attempt by Stacey
Augmon,• then let. go from his .toes on the''sideline as Rasheed Wallace lunged 'to-Ward him. Replays
showed his heels would have touched the sideline
if he hadn't stayed on his toes.
The ball went in, and the packed Alamodome
crowd of 35,260 went wild.
"From where I was. it looked like it was off,"
Stoudamire said. "But that just seems to be the
luck this team has when we play them. You just
don't have an answer for when a guy hits a shot
like that."
Jim Jackson was stopped on a baseline drive,
and Walt Williams missed on the rebound in the
final seconds as Elliott chipped in with some crucial defense on the play.
It was the fifth. time Portland has lost to the
Spurs in six tries this season.
San Antonio's David Robinson scored 14
points Monday as the Spurs nipped Portland 86-85 for a 2-0 lead in the Western
Conference finals.

14%

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
New York Knicks have played some
of their best basketball in the first
game of each of their three playoff series. Their Game 2s have
been a different story.
/
er
"We've talked about staying
hungry, but we talked about that
in Miami and were down 23-15
at the quarter. and we said the
same thing before Game 2 in
Atlanta and were down 13-2."
coach Jeff Van Gundy said.
"So we've said all the right
things, but we haven't done it
•1 yet. If we come out like we have
in all the Game 2s, we're going
••••••••••
v•--••••
•
home with a loss."
The Knicks seem to be sitting
in the driver's seat heading into
tonight's Game 2 of the Eastern
Conference finals.
The Pacers will be trying to
avoid falling into a 2-0 deficit
that history has shown to be almost
impossible to overcome.
Only seven teams have come back from such a deficit in a
seven-game series, and only two,
the 1994 Houston Rockets and 1969
Los Angeles Lakers, made such a
comeback after losing the first
two games at home.
"Everybody knew this series was
going to be a war. Now we have
one," Indiana's Jalen Rose said.
first called the hit a double, but zalez said.
Rose was one of several playafter the Marlins began to argue,
There is no mention of replay
ers
singled out for criticism by
the umpiring crew conferred briefly, in the rulebook. though umpires
Indiana
coach Larry Bird.
and Pulli — the crew chief and "do have the authority to rule on
The coach was displeased that
third -base umpire — changed the any point not specifically covered
Rose got sucked into one-on-one
ruling to a homer.
in these rules." And Pulli did just confrontations
with
Latrell
The Cardinals then argued, and that.
Sprewell.
also
He
said
Rik
Smits
the game was delayed for more
"He did end up making the
will need to get involved earlier
than five minutes while Pulli stud- right call — with the help of the
ied replays on a TV camera near cameraman." Floyd said. "I was offensively, and Reggie Miller will
have to avoid foul trouble.
the MarlinN' dugout. He changed hoping' maybe I'd get a cheap
What Bird was most upset with
the call back to a double
one."
was
his team's defense, especial"I sure don't want to make a
In other NL games, it was ly in transition
.
habit of it," said Pulli, who had Cincinnati 5, New York 3; PittsThe Knicks scored 22 points
never used replay in his 28 years burgh 5. Los Angeles 4, Milwauas an umpire. "But at that moment. kee 8. San Diego 2: Atlanta 3, on fast breaks, capitalizing on the
athleticism and quickness that has
I thought it was the proper thing Colorado 1; Philadelphia 4, San
distinguished this year's version
to do."
Francisco 3, and Arizona 8, Mon- from past New
York teams.
The Marlins played the game treal 5.
One
of
the
keys
for Indiana
under protest. arguing that the
At Miami,former Marlins World
will be stopping Sprewell and
reliance on a replay violated major Series hero Edgar Renteria hit a
Marcus Camby from changing the
league policy and set an unwant- pair of solo homers against his
tempo
of the game.
ed precedent.
ex-teammates. while Kent BonenIn
Game
1, the infusion of
"They used video to change the field pitched five innings and
call — that's' what I'm protest- improved to 8-2, tying him for energy provided by Sprewell
sparked the Knicks to an early
ing." interim manager Fredi Gon- the National League in victories.
19-0 run that helped them stay in
command.

Mariners winning Instant replay benefits
home run derby Cardinals against Marlins

•

The Associated Press
The Seattle Mariners are hitting homers at a record pace.
The Mariners hit four home
runs, including Ken Griffey Jr.'s
major league-leading 20th and a
pair by Alex Rodriguez, in a 106 win over the Baltimore Orioles
on Monday night.
Butch Huskey also homered
for the Mariners, who became the
fastest team to hit 100 homers
by reaching 102 in their first 50
games. They hit 58 in May. tying
the Orioles' record for homers in
a month set in May 1987.
"That's a lot of home runs,"
Huskey said. "Guys on this team
know how to hit the ball. I was
telling somebody on the bench
that if was a pitcher and I came
in and faced the Seattle Mariners.
I might be sick. I might even
miss the series."
Rodriguez was upset after getting called out on strikes in the

first inning by home-plate umpire
Tim Welke, but he bounced back
with a three-run homer in the
second and a solo shot in the
sixth.
"I thought they were questionable strikes, but I got even,"
Rodriguez said. "I felt I got some
good pitches to hit after that and
drove 'em out of the park."
Rodriguez has eight homers in
16 games since coming off the
disabled list following surgery on
his left knee.
"I feel like I can be better."
he said. "I have some pretty good
numbers to show for it. bet I'm
not quite as comfortable as 1 need
to be."
Griffey capped Seattle's sixrun second inning against Sidney
Ponson (5-4) with his 370th career
homer.
Jamie Moyer (6-4) won his

III See Page
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Umpires change
homer to double
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
Instant replay is back in the
NFL. The Florida Marlins had no
idea it could be used in baseball,
too.
Umpire Frank Pulli did just
that, changing a home run to a
double for Cliff Floyd in the Marlins 5-2 loss to the St. Louis Cardinals on Monday.
"I didn't know instant replay
was in the game." Floyd said.
It's not actually, but Pulli decided to use it anyway in the fifth
inning. St. Louis led 4-1 before
Floyd drove in a runner from second with his deep drive.
Floyd claimed his hit was a
homer because it bounced off the
facade behind the scoreboard. Second-base umpire Greg Gibson at
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Haverstock and Suite!
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Boston
New York
Toronto
Tampa Bay
Baltimore

31
19 .620 29
20 5921 1/2
24
28 .462
8
23
28 4518 1/2
19
380 12
31
Centril Division
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
33
16 673
Kansas City
23
26 469 10
Chicago
22
25 468 10
Detroit
21
30 412 13
Minnesota
18
32 3601
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
30
20 .600
27
24 5293 1/2
Seattle
26
24 520
Anaheim
24
27 471b 1/2
Monday's Games
Boston S. Detroit 7
Cleveland 7 New York 1
Minnesota 3, Anaheim 2
Seattle 10, Baltimore 6
Texas 4, Kansas City 3, 10 innings
Oakland 10, Tampa Bay 7
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Detroit (Weaver 6-3) at Boston (Saberhagen 2-11, 605 pm
Chicago (Sirotka 2-6) at Toronto (Escobar
4-2). 6.05 p.m
Cleveland (Burba 5-1) at New York
(Clemens 4-0), 635 p.m
Kansas City (Witasick 1-4) at Texas
(Helling 5-5). 7 35 pm
Minnesota (Lincoln 1-7) at Anaheim (Mil,
1-41. 9.05 pm.
Tampa Bay (Eiland 0-0) at Oakland
(Rogers 2-2), 905 p in
Baltimore (Guzman 2-4) at Seattle (F Garcia 6-1). 905 pm
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fifth straight decision. and Jose
Mesa got the final out with two
men on for his ninth save in nine
chances.
Cal Ripken homered and singled, but the Orioles third baseman also bobbled H uskey's
grounder to lead off the Mariners'
second, leading to six unearned
runs.
In other AL games, it was
Boston 8, Detroit 7: Cleveland 7.
New York 1; Minnesota 3, Anaheim 2: Texas 4, Kansas Cit:.
in 10 innings: and Oakland 1,
Tampa Bay 7.
Indians 7, Yankees 1
Jim Thome hit a grand slant
and Manny Ramirez homered and
drove in three runs as Cleveland
ended its longest losing streak of
the season at three and stopped
New York's five-game winning
streak.
Charles Nagy (6-3) pitched six
solid innings for the visiting Indians, whose 33-16 record is baseball's best. Derek Jeter tripled and
scored for the Yankees, who beat
the Indians in last year •s ALCS
Jeter has reached base in all 49
games this season.
Red Sox 8, Tigers 7

National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
31
20 608 New York
27
24 529
4
Philacleiphia
_25_ 24_ ,510
5
Montreal
18
30 37511 1,2
Florida
16
35 314 15
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
29
20 592 -Chicago
27
20 574
1
Cincinnati
25
22 532
3
Pittsburgh
26
24 5203 1.2
St Louis
25
24 510
4
Milwaukee
23
27 4606 112
West Division
W
I. Pct. GB
Arizoni
11
21
5.9f
San Francisco
27
24 5293 1,2
Los Angeles
26
24
20
4
Colorado
21
27 429
8
San Diejo
19
30
3881t. 1
Monday's Games
Cincinnati 5. New York 3
Pinsbun un 5. LOS Angeles 4
MilwauKet d Sari Diego
St. Louis 5. Florida 2
Atlanta 3, Colorado 1
Arizona 8. Montreal 5, 10 .1nings
Pnnlaueiphia
San
3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Arizona (Anderson 1)-1) at Morale&
'Pavan() .3-5). 6.05 p.m
St Louis (Acevedo 3-1) at Florida (L.Hernandez 3-4). 605 P.m
i or. Angeles ()Mines 5-21 at ,
1 Msourgr.
iSonmidt 4-3), 6105 P rn
San Francisco (Gardner 0-4) at Philadelphia (Person 0-0) 6.3s p
Cincinnati (Harmsen 4-5) at New York
(Hershiser 4-4). 6.40 p.m.
Colc'ado (B M loniks 1-34 at Atlanta
(Smoltz 5-1) u.40 pm
San Diego (Ashby 5-3) at Chicag (Tra.chsel 5). 7 05 p.m.
Houston (Berymarit 2-1) at Milwaukee
(Karl 5-3), 7.05 p.m

Jason
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two run homer and Troy O'Leary

Baffert hopes to foil
Charismatic's triple
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Racing Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Trainer Bob Baffert is going to the
Belmont Stakes with less baggage
than the previous two years.
"I'm going to be enjoying this
Belmont," he said Monday at Churchill Downs. "The last two years I
-went there under the gun."
He went to the Belmont with a
pair of Kentucky Derby-Preakness
winners -Silifer Charrit in 1997
and Real Quiet. Both finished second and failed to win the Triple
Crown.
Still, Baffert's enjoyment has to
be tempered by the fact that he will
be trying to foil the Triple Crown
bid of Charismatic, owned by Bob
and Beverly Lewis, who have about.
20 horses with Baffert, including
Silver Charm. Baffert will be trying

on a Reidland error. John David
T4eke follltwed with an infield
hit, and a single by Marty Hodge
brought Cathey and Andrus home..
But a two-out error by Murray
in the top of the second proved
to be costly as Reidland took the
lead for good.
After Dave Higgins walked,
Murray pitcher Andrus struck out
the next two batters. But an error
on a Michael Wilson grounder
Rave the 'Hounds new life. and
Justin Knees followed with a tworun double for a 3-2 Reidland
Ige
Knees'double and Rooney's RBI
triple in the first inning were both
due in part to Murray . outfielding

Caldwell records hole-in-one at Oaks

to do stop Charismatic with the
sensational filly Silverbulletday.
"The only horses I get nervous
with when 1 run them are her and
Silver Charm because they have so
many fans," Baffert said. "They are
stars."
Should Silverbulletday, winner
of II of 12 starts, win her debut
against colts and become only the
third filly and first since Tanya in
1905 to win the Belmont, she
would be gueen---uf--the Sport of-Kings.
Bob Lewis has said he welcomes the challenge by Silverbulletday, owned by Mike Pegram,
owner of Real Quiet.
•
Charismatic, trained by D.
Wayne Lukas, could become the
12th Triple Crown champion and
first since Affirmed in 1978.

mistakes.
"We worked on playing on a
bigger field, but the ball Was carrying today and our outfielders were
trying to drift to it," Miller said.
"We made some mistakes early
that set the tone for the game,"
he added. "The fact that we had
to play at 9:30 shouldn't have
mattered because Reidland had to
get up earlier than we did to get
here."
Reidland made it 4-2 in the
third as Brian Behrent doubled, took
third on a groundout and scored
as a high' pitch from Andrus got
by Tiger catcher Ryan Geib and
went to the backstop.
Murray closed the gap to 4-3
in the fourth as Chris Baurer
walked and Justin Garland and
Heath Brown followed. with bunt
singles. Baurer scored on a flyout
by Cathey. hut the Tigers strand-

Essie Caldwell had'a hole-in-one on the 135-yard, par-3 Hole
#3 at Oaks
Country Club May 24 Her playing partners were Mary
A Smith Mary Garner and Kitty Steele

PONY LEAGUE

II1Breaktime Billiards defeated F.O.P. 8-6 May 27 For Breakti
me, B
Thurmond singled, B Ives tripled, J Darnall had two singles
and two RBIs
and D Howard singled For FOP., B Wells had an inside-the-park
home
run, J West had two singles, T Harper tripled and B
West and J Frank
both singled
110n May 22, Dennison-Hunt downed F.O.P. 8-3 For Dennison-Hunt.
C
Culp had a single and drove in two runs, C Duncan had two singles
and
M Windsor had a double and RBI For FOP, A Schneide
r and L Walk'or singled and D Hale Singled and drove in a run

PONY LEAGUE

IlHaskett Chiropractic defeated the Cardinals 11-5 May 27
For Heskett, Bradley Cobb struck out seven in three innings and Robert Fry
struck
out four and gave up three hits in two innings of relief Cobb and
Fry each
had two hits and scored twice while Casey Brockman scored
three runs.
Adam Heskett doubled, Singled and scored a run. Grant Barrow
and Eric
McClure each had a hit and scored. Kenneth Trice and Nicholas
Walters
reached on walks and scored and Joey Skaggs walked twice
For the Cardinals, Cole Hurt and Daniel Hopkins combined for 12 stakeout
s Hopkins
doubled, singled and scored three runs while Hurt singled twice
and scored
Micah Littlepage doubled and Jacob Wade singled while Blake Lenclo
walked
and scored

ed both Garland and Brown.
Cathey came on in pitching relief
of Andrus and looked sharp at
first, retiring the first two batters.
But that's when the roof caved
in on Murray's season.
A single, a walk and a double
plated two runs for Reidland, and
Cathey gave way to Thieke on
the mound. But the first batter
Thieke faced, Rooney. .homered
over the left field fence to bring
home to more runs and made it
an 8-3 erne.
Baurer scored his second run
of 'the game in the sixth, reaching base on a walk, moving to
third on a groundout and an infield hit by Cathey and scoring on a
single by Ryan Seay.
Reidland scored the game's final
run on an infield hit by Jeffery
Wilson, a sacrifice hunt and ground -

out, a hit batsman and a single
from Jeff Kirksey that scored Wilson.
"We made plays all year, but
today we didn't," Miller said.
"When you get to a single-elimination format like this, you've got
to make plays. We had opportunities to take advantage of their
mistakes, but we didn't do
Instead, they took advantage of
Ours.

"The last inning was a prime
example: they made three great
defensise plays," Miller added.
"When you get to the region you've
got to be focused."
Thieke led Murray at the plate,
going 3-for-4. Andrus suffered his
first pitching loss Of the season,
while Michael Wilson got the win.
The loss marked the final game
for Murray seniors Andrus. Baurer, Brown and Cathey.

seventh inning at Fenway Park.
After allowing the two homers,
Matt Anderson (1-1j hit Mike Stanley With a pitch and was ejected.

COSSEY

HEATING & COOLING

9307 State Route 94E
Murray, KY 42071
Sert lug the area yid Honesty& Everience

INSTALLATIONS
COMMERCIAL• RESIDENTIAL
•RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
• MOBILE HOMES

A5'
.
110 gal. Tube;.Top Stock Tank
=:==
t
in=1111
<3 Cu. ft Bags

753-9911
Owned & Operated By
Glenn Cossey
'114

.22 ga. galvanized steel side wall
.20 ga. double-locked soldered seam bottom
with drain plug.
*Kills many weeds
clover, dandelions,
many others
*Kills entire weed.

Pine Bark Hardwood
Mulch
Mulch
#102-950
#2-9
10 5075

2.99

78

2.99

100

*Contains EPA approved
Dursban* which effectively controls termites,
carpenter ants & other
wood-infesting insects.

•No. 52
•Fiesists gas & oil spills, extends
pavement life
•Coal tar emulsion
•For driveways, parking lots

Registered trademark of Dow
Dane°
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1 ga. Sprayer
X

•Brass wand with adjustable nozzle
•Funnel top reduces spillage

Tee it Up! Join the MSU
coaches and staff for the II th
Annual Pepsi Racer Classic
Golf Scramble. One of this
reglion's biggest golf events.

Morning Tee times
still available

Shotgun Starts

Proceeds bandit the
RACER Fossdatios
for MSU Athletics

Nuggets
Dog Food
•For any age dog
•All-natural
ingredients < 50 lb.
*More meat
than most grocery store
brands
99
95 #107-60500

AG-15E Econ
Spot Sprayer
handgun

15 1/2 ga. Motto High-Tensile
Barbed Wire

Motto High-Tensile Field
Fence
•ASTM class III zinc coating
•Does same lob as conventional fence with
heavier gauge filler wires

Friday, June 11 th
Fran
ces E. Miller GC/ Murray, KY

russ front Calloway ('Iorrttv Arrow:1 Shelter
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753-92111

TO PLACE. r.ORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL

R ‘I I s

I ksSII II
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd

753-1916

Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

lAll 3 Ad3 Midst Rrn

Prruxt

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon 3 p
Tuails 3 p m
Wed. 3 p m
Thurs. 3 p.m

lay

Law A& 0601) summate GI day toe pa ward per day tot each ad.:humid consecutive day
into S
n Guide)$200 extra for Nod boa ads
1200 curs lot Shopper Jun . Claudieds

VERY Nic
plex. 9C
Drive. C/Istorage. Y
ed. No pe
plus depo:
VERY nio
Townhous
furnished
gas h/a, $
posit, 1yr
753-2905.
VERY roc
duplex w/
ces furnis
h/a, 1yr I
posit. No

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

ADJUSTMENTS

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only 'one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections Can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Medicare supplment
insurance is now
standardized in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been
increased
to $768 in 1999
For more information
call:
MCCONNELL

INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
Thor 361.11 year of serelce.

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse. 753-0700.
I Am not responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Al Cronaver
TIRED of Driving. in Mud?
Let A&K chip and seal
your driveway, 1/2 pnce of
paving. Also parking lots &
subdivisions. Call today for
Early Bird Special. 7531308 or 436-2619.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
753-1001

SMALL male Rat Terrier/
Jack Russell mix. White
w/black spots. Lost on Colonial Rd, 3 miles East of
Murray. Call 753-9840 with
any info. $500 Reward offered...
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ADMINISTRATIVE Assistant. Basic understanding
of computers, including Microsoft Office and Windows 95. Responsibilities
Data input, filing, handling
of incoming telephone
calls, generate mass mailings and processing of incoming and outgoing orders. Applicants should be
willing to pay attention to
details, be organized and
courteous. 2 positions
available_ Part time and
full time. If applying for
part time, specify work
days and hours. Send resume to P.O. Box 2138,
Pans, TN. 38242.

SECURITY OFFICERS
Murray Guard has immediate openings for
security officers in Murray. Ky. No experience necessary. Uniform furnished. Group
medical insurance available. Minimum
requirements: no criminal record, must be
at least 18 years of age, have reliable transportation and phone. Apply in person.
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. E0EM/F/D/V.

901-668-3122

AVON
Want to learn how to be
successful in your own
business? Or do you need
some Avon? Call me
1-888-669-6820.
CABLE TV
$500-1,000 weekly. If you
are looking for a summer
lob & want to stay in Murray On line cable is looking for 3 reps for a loyalty
program Interviews will be
conducted on June 8th &
9th. Between 8am-8pm
Please call
1-800-989-4300
DENTAL Assistant needed No expenence necessary Send resume to
1653 Calloway Avenue,
Murray, KY 42071
HIRING for daytime Sandwich Makers and nighttime
closers Apply at Wendy's
and ask to speak to a
manager between 2 &
4pm
HVAC Journeymen & apprentice ductwork installers. Paid holidays & vacation. 759-2288, 435-4699
or apply at 1244 St. Rt.
121N. 10am to 2 pm.
LOCAL Cable TV Company has immediate opening
in its technical department
for an Installer in the Murray- Mayfield area. Must
have valid driver's license
with good dhving record_
Desired computer skills
but not required. Ability to
climb poles required. Competitive salary benefit
package Drug test is required. EOE M/F/DN.
Send resume to: P.O.Box
1040 P. Murray, KY 42071
NEEDED: A dishwasher &
bus person, afternoons,
Tues- Sun. Apply in person, Ann's Country Kitchen, Hazel.
NOW accepting applications for housekeeping at
Shoney's Inn, 1503 N.
12th St, Murray. Please
apply in person.
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107 No expenence
necessary.

Agricultural Workers Needed
07/10/99 to 12/20/99
07/12/99 to 01/31/00
Wages: $6.28 per hour and $7.00 per
hour depending on job performed. 75%
of hour's listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no
cost. Free housing provided to those
area.
local
recruiting
beyond
Transportation and subsistence paid
when 50% of contract is met. Contact
local State Employment Service Office.

NURSES AIDE
Full time 3pm-11pm shift
also PRN (work all shifts
as needed) Prefer experienced, but will train Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions Apply
in person only Fem Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE
OTR needed Only serious
need apply! 270-545-7103

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!

BABYSITTER Needed 3
chilren ages 7-11
759-5556
Available
CHILDCARE
weekdays.
Openings,
Meals & activities included. Almo area. 753-9077
CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable Carl
Linda 759-9553.
HOUSE & Office Cleaning
Reasonable rates. Call
753-0446
WILL Clean your home
Very reliable, reasonable
rates_ 753-3802.

Our new nursing home policies have
an alternate plan of care that may pay
for care in your own home if you would
otherwise have to go to the nursing
home.
Everyone would rather stay at home
possible
and now we may be able to
if
provide the money under the alternate
plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

SLEE PIN
$150/mo.
7

Apartments For Rant

Lost aid Found

1999 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

BEDROO
home. St
room, kitc
cable tv.
or down
$170 ut
753-9211

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys. 2PC living room group,
Old or New. 753-7185.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
group
CASH paid for good, used BEDROOM
rifles, shotguns, and pis- $15/wk Call 753-4663
tols. Benson Sporting SOFA & Chair less than a
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Mur- year old Cranberry and
ray.
ivory floral print Perfect
FURNITURE (Antique or condition Asking $380
Primitive), Collectables. Call 489-2788
and other antiques, 1
180
piece or all Call 753-3633_
Lawn & Garttielt
WANTED Pickup truck,
1987 or newer, 350 V8,
BETHEL GARDENS
4wd preferred. Body in
Hosta, Peonies,
good condition and fair
mulch & trim services Werunner. Pnce range:
deliver! 759-9600, Tues.
$2,000 depending on con- Sat, 9-5 Hwy 94E, 2 miles,
dition. Father/ Son project follow signs
Phone: 800-603-3069, access code 76. E-mail
Stranak@execpc.corn
WANTED: Riding mowers.
MASSEY Ferguson
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that 165
diesel
tractor with box
need work. 436-2867.
blade, disk, plow and bush
150
hog $6300. 753-8331

Adidas
For Soto

ALLIS 7000 Tractor, new
rubber, 100hp. $5950.
18FT CHAMPION Bass New Holland Stackhand,
boat. A-1 shape, must see! 3.0 Hay Mover. $750. Both
3 house trailer axles and one owner, serviced regusprings with 8 tires to larly. Good condition. Day
270-235-5182, Night 270match 436-2242.
Cadiz. KY.
2 ALUMINUM Tool Boxes 235-5170for pick-up. 1 bed side
MuSical
commode, 1 shower transfer bench Call 437-4861
5 or 6 Year old good. KNABE Consol Piano. Ebbroke bird dog. Also, 1984 ony finish, excellent condiHonda Goldwing. Extra tion Appraised $1,500
nice. Call 759-4142 after Sell- $1,200. 759-1367.
5pm.
PIANO/ Organ lessons
I HAVE 19 Trays of Nar- 753-1810
row Leaf Mapole A-1
plants. $5.00 per tray.
Call 753-0609 after 6 pm
or leave message.
OWNER Financing Availa
TOBACCO Plants for sale
ble 767-0035.
Some ready now Different
varieties. 435-4178
Applances
12X56 3br, 2 bath Good
condition $2000
759-0198

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

1973 12x50
MOBILE
Home. very good shape,
clean. 474-2708.
1992 ATLANTIC. Excellent
condition. Call after 5pm.
753-6390

the Square
753-1713

On

AUTO INSURANCE NETWORK
NO PROBLEM!
Proof of Insurance Issued Instantly

Call (270) 759-3700
407 Maple Street
(South side of Court Square in Murray)

••••••••••

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
Kimball•Universal •Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

if 'A„,,

Dompulars
MOM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades Installs
of Hardware And Software
Now Phone 0 759-3556
Pager 742-1552

WANT ADS
WORK

Free
Financing

•

•

•

WHOLESALE
STORAGE SHEDS
502-474-8704

•
•

I Buildings are assembled on site I
;

Your choice of brown or charcoal black sin-

I

gles. All exterior wood is
ed treated.
Sizes, options and price
weathr' upon request.

I TERMS: Paid in full upon completion
• *Prices are subject to change without notice'
.
.J
.
•—•
L•—•
.— •

,
ir-111einleiliessept

LOT for rent 492-8488
Sourest Rent*
120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building. 2500 sq ft
in sales & office area
3500 sq. ft. in storage
area. Gas heat, Ig
parking lot. Located on S
4th. Building can be
divided. Call 753-0839
or 436-2935

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-‘41,2 1

1 & 3BR Apts Stove & re
ngerator furnished Ren
$250 for 1br. $400 for 3br
Both deposit & 1yr lease
required 759-4696
1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $200/mo
759-4138
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

Crass)
#
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

•

2BR, 1 bath, doublewide,
94E. 4 miles 759-4118
NORTH OF Murray767-0035

ligatmonts For tient

DotosolloI
Childain

• ••••• • ••1. • =MEI •

12X70 2br 2 bath on 1/2
acre lot. 3 miles East of
Murray. Air/ gas heat.
Newly painted, very clean.
No inside pets. $260 a
month plus deposit. Yard
mowing included. Call 1
270-623-6314.

i

070

r•

Nom** For Rog

OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center. 753-4509
OFFICE SPACE FOR
RENT located at 520
Main Street, National Hotel
Building Call 753-0757
8 30am to 3 30pm for rental information

Tickets. Accidents. OUP
No Prior Insurance'

Downtown
Murray

1995 16x80 3BR. 2 bath,
excellent condition_ 270247-2363.
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Excellent condition
3Br, 2 bath. Vinyl, shingle.
Must see in Fox
Meadows.
Low interest & Low payments. 753-8010 or
841-1985
LARGE Selection of New
Energy efficient homes.
Remember no one, no
where, has a better housing value. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood
Street, Pans, TN. 1-800642-4891.
USED Homes, 121416'
wides See Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., 2427 E.
Wood Street, Pans, TN. 1800-642-4891

1BR apartment, $200/mo
plus deposit No pets. Call
after 3p.m. 753-3139.
1BR apartment, near campus, no pets 753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR apt, 1608 College
Farm Rd, stove & refrigerator, $215. 753-2084

2BR Duplex, in Almo
Heights. Stove & refrigerator. $250/ deposit. $275/
rent. 489-2918.
2BR near campus, no
pets. 753-5980 or 7531203.
2BR, 1 bath brick duplex.
Garage with opener. Dishwasher. garbage disposal
& ice maker. $450/ month,
1yr lease. 492-6200.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 2 bath Duplex. 1303
Valley
Wood.
$475/
month. 759-4406.
2BR, 2 bath, large newly
remodeled. 11/2 blocks
from MSU. W/D hook up.
$395 plus deposit. Reference required. No pets!
753-3949.or 759-3050
after 5:30.
2BR, 2 bath. Gas heat,
w/d hook-up. Dishwasher,
private street. No pets! 1yr
lease, deposit, $500/
month. 753-1623, leave
message.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR, Upstairs Duplex.
520 1/2 Apt. B. Broad
Street. 753-5592.
2BR, upstairs. No pets.
$285, month & deposit.
489-2296.
3BR house, central h/a,
206 S. 12th St. $650/
month. 2br house 205
South 12th $3501 month.
2br Duplex 209 South
11th. $310/ month.
753-3415 or 753-7123.
3BR, 2 Bath downstairs. 5
miles on 1215. $4001
miinth +deposit. 489-2296.
ALMOST new, 1br, washer & dryer, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, deck,
$350/mo. 435-4015, 5592031.
AVAILABLE June 1. 2br.
apt. 1 1.'2 blocks from cam$275/
pus.
Upstairs,
month. Plus deposit, some
pets okay. 753-4249.
leave message
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath.
Fully equipped kitchen including microwave. Washer and dryer, carpet and
tile Yard maintenance included. Security deposit
and lease No pets.
753-9240
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit
753-2905.
EXTRA Nice 2br, 2 bath
tryplex with garage C/H/A,
appliances furnished 1 Yr
lease, 1mo. deposit No
pets. 759-5238_
EXTRA Nice 2br, Tn-Plex
All appliances. 1yr lease,
no pets. Cambhdge Subdivision Available June 1
Rent $455. 435-4294
FURNISHED 1br apt. Utilities paid No smokers or
pets. 1yr lease, month deposit For more info, Rogers Enterprises 753-5140.
FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath.
Central gas i-VA, Coleman
RE 759-4118

LARGE 1BR apt with
study
Washer/ dryer
available now 1 1/2 blocks
from campus Some pets
okay $300/ month plus
deposit 753-4249 Leave
dishwasher,
1BR like new,
message
w/d, available now. ColeLARGE 2br, 2 bath apartman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo ment Located on HWY 68
between Jonathan Creek
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR duplex central h/a. and Aurora, near Kentucky
furnished Lake Appliances furnishappliances
Available now Coleman ed $450 a month Call
474-2774 or 354-8824
RE 759-4118

LIKE new 2br Duplex with
garage
1706 Oakhill
$6001 month.
2BR with carport. 710 Sycamore. $450./ month
753-7457.
HOTEL
NATIONAL
APARTMENTS, 1 and 2
bedroom apartments, paid
utilities; Section 8, rent
based on income, for the
elderly, disabled or handicapped. Call PAHC at
270-247-7171 for rental
application or 753-0757,
8:30am to 3:30pm. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEAR University:
2 room furnished
efficiency.
$210 Month.
$100 deposit.
753-4560
9am-5pm.
NEW 1 bedroom, w/d, d/w,
microwave, refngerator, no
pets, $325/mo Call 270247-1385 or 270-247-9245

NEW lbr, stove, refrigerator and washer/ dryer No
pets!
Lease/ deposit
$325.
2br, furnished, downtown.
$255. 753-4937 8-5, M-F
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments. 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984 TDD# 1-800247-2510.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

1BR appl
no pets, c
after 4pm

2, 3 & 4E
& deposit
7
2BR HC
13th. Re
ble June

Rouse.
Ba.,
r00111 V
drapes

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to.

w/Jenn
d/w, cc
Pella v
garage
$189,01

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

McKINNEY
INSURANCE SERVICES
"Your Hometown Insurance Source"
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BONDS
104 N. 4th Street • Murray
(next door to Murray Shoe Repair/

Tracy...,753-3500 Ashley J. Ross
http://members.xoom.com/mckinneyins/

Ilist in Crosser
couputc, Rer.;.). tii,;,
11.,!,01;

.

502-759-8662 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

ifs

FOR
acres.
w/adjc
feet of
FP.
bath.
5 w/at
Sunroi
slidin
Kit/D1
year. 1
utes fi
see to

--*CARpET & Rom COVERING5:K

Carpet, • Ceramic Tile' Hariii•ood
clir‘
ogibb

One
see our shtsir9orn today'
31:1Yrs. Installation Expenence
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

11 a
area
Farr
Seal
Hid
Hid
and

SECOND Floor Apartment Very large bedroom
& living room Heat & water furnished Alot of closet
space Cable TV Walking
distance to hospital and
downtown industry $325 a
month First & deposit
753-9211 or 759-6000
VERY Nice 2br bock duplex
902 Southwood
Drive C/H/A, carport with
storage Yard work provided. No pets, $450/ month
plus deposit_ 753-7618
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500, 1month deposit, 1yr lease No pets
753-2905.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, 1yr lease. 1 mo deposit. No pets 753-2905

Nice brick farm house
on 121 So. & Old
Murray Paris Road. 3
or 4 bedroom, living
room, large eat-in
kitchen, utility room, I
bath, propane gas furnace heat, 2 car garage
& workshop. $450.00
per month plus deposit.
Call 753-4566
between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.
ask for Nell for
rental application.

3BR. NEW appliances
New carpet In town, No
pets! Lease/ Deposit.
$485. 753-4937. 8-5, M-F.

NORTH Side of Town. 1994 YAMAHA Warrior,
Has well, septic, electric good condition, $2300
hook up Call after 5p.m. 489-2728
210-1719

SMALL house on lake
527-3113 leave message
1-10 ACRES Starting at
$3,500 per acre Call
767-003,5

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-'3853

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.

1997 GRAND Dodge Car
avan SE, 46xxx miles
built-in child safety seats.
front & rear heat &
keyless entry w/remote
start 753-5927

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands

1978 FORD LTD, only
31xxx miles Must See!
502-753-5561
1984 NISSAN. $700. Runs
great. 436-5710.
1987 OLDSMOBILE Ninety Eight Regency Brougham "Look Me Over
502-759-1610
1988 LINCOLN Continental, excellent condition
502-759-1610
1989 PONTIAC Sunbird
Maroon, 2 door, spoiler.
Need to sell! $2000 obo
Call 759-5936
1991 LEXUS LS400. Burgundy with tan leather intenor. Very good condition.
151,xxx miles. $11,800.
492-6200.
1993 MAZCM Protege,
4dr, 5spd, gold. Price
$3000 Call 753-5500 before 500. after 5:00, leave
message, 767-0732.
1996 CORSICA. 60,xxx
miles. Great condition.
Asking $9,800. 759-9320.
1996 HONDA Accord. V-6,
Champagne, 37K, AT, all
pwr, pwr sunroof & moon
roof combo. Excellent condition. Call
1-V0-382-2678
1996 MAZDA 626 LX
Loaded.
Sacrifice
at
$9,750. 753-0791
MECHANIC'S
Special!
1984 Escort, 4 door hatchback. 4 spd. P/S, rebuilt
engine, good tires &
brakes. 128K $500 Call
436-5040.

A-1 Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree
1995 RANGER Super cab spraying, leaf
raking,
XLT. 37,xxx miles Like hedge trimming, landscapnew, air, cruise, 5spd ing, mulch hauling & mulch
Bedliner, $8,900 obo spreading, gutter cleaning.
753-4191.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
Weed & Insect Leaf Removal Lawn Cleanup
436-5744,
Control
Lawn
Bed Mulching
1-800-548-5262.
1988 3511 Camper with
Mowing
Renovation
Shrub Trimming
10x30 screen room Locat- A-1 Tree Professional
Fertilizing
Over Seeding
s
ed at Lakeview RV Resort Stump
removal, tree
$12,500 270416-2371
spraying Serving Murray.
Cailoway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
The Perfect Lawn Service For A Beautiful Lawn
or 492-8737
12' ALUMINUM semi-v,
AB Building, custom
trolling motor, battery, othdecks, fencing, garages,
er accessories_ $500. obo.
carports, hardwood floors.
Call 762-3934 or .
Installed & finished. All re436-2035.
pairs Quality workman15' FIBERGLASS, 18hp
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
ship. 753-9308 or
Evenrude, trailer
New 753-7860.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
tires/ winng carpet, trolling
& accessories in stock. Also post
ADAM'S HOME
motor, depth finder. CoatIMPROVMENTS
frame building material.
ed anchor, life preservers,
Competive Prices Paintpaddle. $735. 753-8585.
Call Metal Mall,
1648 JON Boat with 25hp ing, Remodeling, Repairs,
Johnson Electnc start. 2 etc. No Job Too Small
Mayfield
depth finders, 47Ib thrust, (270)492-6267.
motor guide trolling motor AFFORDABLE all around
spider rig for crappie fish- hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
ing. $2500. 753-8331.
1991 Laser bass boat, 1811 sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867.
Manner. Stainless 4 blade
ALL CARPENTRY
prop. 12/24 motor guided
ALL ELECTRICAL
trolling motor. Fully equipNo job too small Liped. $7000, obo. Call
censed, Insured, 24hr
753-6895.
Emergency calls
1997 POLARIS SL780. Jet
Call Larry Nimmo
ski; trailer & cover. Only 34
753-9372, 753-0353
hours. $3800 obo
492-8514, leave message.
ALL Carpentry Service
NEW condition, 2 man
From Foundation to
fishing boat, padded seats,
Finish.
1987/ G20 Chevy conver
depth finder and new 60Ib
18Yrs experience.
sion high-top. New engine
New Construction • Rethrust MinnKota trolling
dual air, loaded, dark blue
modeling* Repairs. Cusmotor, $875. Call 759sitver striping, golden oak
tom Cabinets* Concrete
4272.
interior. Extra nice. $3875.
Work. AGC Certified.
502-753-8585.
435-4272.
1997 DODGE Conversion
ANTENNAS
Including
Van. 22,000 miles. ExRV's, TV Towers, rotors,
tended warranty $18,750.
amplifiers, and accesso753-4369.
ries.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales, •
All Types of:
Service and Installation
Custom
(
t
Woodworking
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
Drop by and see our showroom
502-759-0901.
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur753-5940
niture repair & custom
\Illwutegia0ell
w.
.46.-"Illii‘r•
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE AND PARTS
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore 30+
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
BACKHOE SERVICE
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
ROY HILL. Septic system,
if you have been turned
drive-ways, hauling, foundown before. Loans avail"
dations, etc. 436-2113.
able for 1st time buyers,
BLUE Grass Lawn Service
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Free estimates
Lawn
mowing, weed eating,
Call Kenny at
hedge
trimming, new
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256
equipment, insured.
856-4027.

13'X27' STORAGE building with 10'x10' overhead
2BR, 1 bath, stove & re- door. More info, Rogers
frigerator furnished, w/d Enterprises 753-5140.
33 WOODED Acres, overhookup, electnce heat,
looking beautiful pasture &
C-STORAGE
fenced yard, $300/mo. Call
10x15 storage units, 4th St creek $49,500, Terms
753-2905.
& Sycamore E. Next to 753-9302
2BR, 1 bath. Gas heat.
Cunningham Auto Repair.
5.2 ACRES on 121 south,
Stove/ refrigerator. Fur753-3571.
woods, nice place for
nished, $350 per month,
CREEK VIEW
buildings or mobile homes
plus deposit. 753-9826.
Self-storage warehouses Reduced to $6750 Terms,
3-4BR, 2 bath. Large
on Center Drive behind
BEDROOM in pleasan
753-4984
home. Share large living Living Room, carport. Near Shoney's $20-$40/mo
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d, MSU. Dishwasher, w/d
759-4081
cable N. Walk to Hospital hook up. 108N. 7th Street.
or down town industry. $500/ month. $500/ depos12 ACRE Lot, 28x60 3br
,
$170 utilities included. it Call 489-6108.
2-bath home, horse barn
3BR,
21/2
baths,
no pets.
753-9211 or 759-6000.
tobacco barn 7 miles
Deposit & references reSouth of Farmington. 12
quired. 270-926-4427
miles West of Murray.
$80,000. 345-2270.
BRICK Home, 2br. Office,
2/3 BR house, near univer1 1 /2 baths, utility room,
sity. New bath, new a/c,
large attached garage, prinew windows, redecoratvacy fence, secunty sysBR appliances furnished, tem professionally decoed, $50,000's. 753-1040.
no pets, deposit 753-0728 rated, new carpet_ Stove. DOG obedience classes or 2BR, 2 bath, located near
after 4pm.
professionally
refrigerator, dishwasher, pnvate. Serving Murray 17 hospital,
decorated, original hard2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease garbage disposal, new years. 436-2858.
wood floors, stove, refng& deposit required
C/H/A, large back patio.
erator, w/d included, cus753-4109.
$300/
deposit, $575/
tom European shades,
2BR HOUSE on South month. References are renice lot Owner relocation.
13th. References. Availa- quired. 1215 Melrose. Call
Must sell. $56,000. 759ble June 10th. 753-9235.
759-1987.
4325 or 436-2220.
1993
16ft
Ponderosa 3 or 48R, 2 bath, C/H/A.
3
gooseneck stock trailer. tier
deck/ gazebo, large
Pair of ponies Harness &
lot, 2 car garage. In town,
rubber tired wagon
priced in $80's. 759-0567.
753-0765.
3BR, 1 Bath, brick with
carport. Just outside of city
limits. Mid $60'5.
753-7542.
DUPLEX
Located
on 3BR, 11/2 bath, large kitchJohnny Robertson Road. 3 en, almost one acre.
bedrooms for each side. $73,000. 759-1719.
Approx. 1675sq. ft. living 3BR, 2 bath, c/h/a, applispace each plus garage. ances, w/d included. Good
753-4573.
location, less than a year
DUPLEX
Located
on
Johnny Robertson Road.
2br and approx. 1384sq. ft.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
living space, each side. ANXIOUS Owners Ready
l-louse & 5 acres, 6089 Airport Road,3 BR, 2.5
to build, Say Sell. 3br bePlus garage. Call
Ba., 2,500+ sq. ft. open floor plan, 2 story great
tween Murray & Mayfield
753-4573,
room w/french door, FP w/gas logs, custom
Lovely decor, landscaping,
EXCELLENT
Location. new roof too. Call Laura
drapes, ceramic tile baths, kitchen island
Bock, 2br, 1 bath Duplex. Thronton
w/Jenn-Air cooktop, microwave/oven combo,
Coldwell
of
Appliances
furnished. Banker. 753-1651 or
id/w, central gas heat & air, 6" exterior walls,
$105,000. 753-2905.
Pella windows, finished bonus room, 2 car
436-2506.
KOPPERUD Realty has BY Owner Newly redecogarage, 10x16 storage building. REDUCED buyers waiting to purchase rated 4br, bock home. Full
$189,000 - 489-2346.
homes- all phoe ranges. If basement, C/H/A. 3 miles
you are thinking of selling from KY Lake on Hwy 94
contact one of our courte- Sitting on 3 acres land.
ous and
professional Call 270-767-9750.
agents at 753-1222 or stop
CAPE COD Home built in
by our office at 711 Main.
RENTAL Property under 1994, this home features
construction. Deep dis- hardwood in the kitchen
count from appraisal value and dining room, Jacuzzi,
for do it yourself comple- separate heat/ air systems
tion. Attractive owner unit for each level. 3 or 4br, 3
plus 3 rentals, separate full baths, large deck and 2
utilities. Good Location car garage. Horses graznear Murray Hospital. Call ing along back lot, house
located in great neighbor1-800-294-6442.
247-9300
Mayfield
Highway
I-800-814-0256
45 South
Kentucky
VERY nice, well main- hood. $129,900. Please
tained 4 unit town house. call 753-3415 or 753-4282
2br, 1 it bath each. Brick, for showing.
excellent location. Applian- COUNTRY Living City
ces furnished. $210,000. Conveniences- Exception753-2905.
al 3br, 2 bath, bnck, double lot at Town's Edge Private well, 2-car attached i NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS/
THURS. JUNE 17TH AT 6:00 P. M.
garage, ceramic tile floors,
FOR SALE: Brick veneer house and approx. 2
carpet, fireplace Connew
C.D...511mr Morris Estate
RED
WATER
ESTATES
acres. 1941 Sq. Ft. living space. 1 BR 11x15
Near Murray, Kentucky
Waterfront and waterview sider lease with option to
w/adjoin bath. 1 master BR 12x20.5 w/32 linear lots at realistic prices! buy or limited owner fiAt Hwy 1346 "Highland Rd." & Hwy 94 East
feet of built-in bookcase. LR 15x22.5 w/gas log Docks permittabte. paved nancing (270) 753-4109 or From Murray, Take Hwy 94 East 10 Miles To Property!!
FP. Laundry rm with lots of built-ins has full roads, electrical service (270) 759-8093
1 A Neat Little Calloway Co. Setting
School
bath. Year-round sunroom 15x1.9.5 wihot tub for and wells in place. Locat- FARMINGTON
5 w/adjoin study & 54 linear ft of bookcases. ed on main lake in beauti- District. Elegant 7 room
fully developing restncted older home, recently reSunroorn/study has ceramic tile oors and triple neighborhood. Will sell as modeled. Apprx.
In Mini Tracts & Combinations
1 acre lot
sliding-glass doors along e and south walls. lots on small acreage for on Hwy 121. Call for more Great Homesites • Trees - Trees
Kit/DR combination 10x I x22.5 remodeled last homesites. Call for com- details 270-345-2743.
year. Located 10 miles from Murray and 5 min- plete price lists and plats. GATESf3OROUGH SubdiRealty, 753- vision; 2400sq. ft. under
utes from KY Lake on 94 East. Low 90's. Must Kopperud
1222. MLS*3001295.
roof, 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
see to appreciate.
living room, dining room,
For information call: (270) 474-2308
family room with fireplace
•
insert. Large kitchen, sunroom, patio, 2 car garage
and storage shed New
furnace, roof, kitchen and
bathroom counters, new
nic .Ili
stove and dishwasher Lot
Completely Remodeled Country Home
offers privacy and shade
trees Ready to move in.
Tastefully Decorated • Gas Central System
$108,500. Shown by apLandscaped • Deattached Garage Shop
pointment. Ph 753-0323.
NEAT - CLEAN - READY TO MOVE IN!
HOME For Sale, 4E1R, 21/2
brick,
bath,
tri-level,
2600sq ft Great location in
town $116,000 1615 Cardinal Call 753-2052 or
759-8354
MANY Updates- Beautifully decorated 3br, 1 bath
home, near university.
205f0DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYSII
First time on market A
Hoy Any individual Tract Combinations Of Tracts
must see Mid $70's
Or The Entire Proporty!
759-4935
11 acres located south of Paducah in the Freemont/Hickory
LAND SURVEY IN PROCESS!!
MUST See! 4br, 2 bath on
area. Two breeder houses with the possibility of a Seaboard
57 acres 1800sq ft
Farms Contract. Excellent opportunity to enter business. $77,500 Call 767-9871

1-800-909-9064

Now scheduling for summer
work. Will also spray patio
furniture & misc.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

S

270459-4979

Auto Loans

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

:=GUING=GUING-76

:ff:

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION

41.9 ACIFC IE.S

POULTRY FARM FOR SALE

Sealed bids will be accepted by The Citizens Bank of
Hickman on or before June 21, 1999 at PO Box 268,
Hickman, KY 42050. Owner reserves the right to refuse any
and all bids.

JAMES R. CASH
";EAucTIoNEERiREA,ESTATE BROKER ri,
:tC FANCY FARM
H

THE Sf

KY- 502-623-8466 1
'

-4'NE

nC i

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value_ Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
CONCRETE finishing
Sidewalks, patios, driveways Free Estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM CLOSET ORGANIZERS by LeeRowan
Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
Professionally installed by
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery
502-753-4499
CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small lobs Grader
blade work. Free estimatts Gerald Carroll 4926159.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613,
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning- vinyl siding. homes. mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders.
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling. or just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insured Off 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal. stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

OAN
PHONE

CALL TOLL FREE

1 -888-FAST YES

www.bestcarloans.getaves.com

7 Minute Approval

1-888-327-8937

s is A Great Time to Build \
C-TITIf you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. It
you are undecided We work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or small.

Bruce Green

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

•.
••
- '

*
4

•

•ft.
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'Star Wars'sets box office records
BARGER ELECTRIC
_
aim&

4 ...Krum

160/X01

ad WOOOSONG LINE

031113ak i meow
WI6:6165

Omen Oa& Rhonda sem.

61

wax /01116

t

-.
.

24 Hour
IL
(502) 474-8222
Cell 519-7781

EmergencyService
15 Years
Experience

.,
4

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial

Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.

ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works
Electric, plumbing,
phone & T V hook up
Free estimates
Licensed & Insured
Phone 436-5376
8a m - 7p.m
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.

office records, but it is not alone.
"Star Wars: Episode I - The
Phantom Menace" was North America's top film over the four-day
Memorial Day weekend, bringing
in $64.8 million for a total gross
of $205 million in a record 13
days. "Independence Day" set the
previous record in its third week
of release in 1996.
But another kind of star power
HANDYMAN, carpentry, - Julia Roberts - helped "Notwork, ting Hill" Olt in $27.8 million,
plumbing, yard
proches & decks Any sob
the biggest opening ever for a
Call Danny Paschall,
romantic comedy.
492-8500
"The Wedding Singer," with
IF you're moving to a new
Adam Sandler and Drew Barry-

location & need professional & reliable movers, call
Brian Driscoll at 270-2476620 After •30pm 7536166

"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

759-1591

Beau's Spring Sale
FREE LOW-E GLASS
MASTIC-THE NATION'S
FINEST VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
• Energy savings
• Custom fit
• No painting
• Easy cleaning
• Lifetime frame warranty
Cal-l for free estimates - 502-474-9877
Vins I siding, metal roofs
a:Mastic
& patio enclosures.

LICENSED

INSURED
Paul Lamb is no longer operating as

Lamb Bros. Tree Service
and has established a new
company name

Paul Lamb's
Tree Service
Serving

the Murray area

since

1990.

• Free Estimates •24 Hr. Service
• Hedge Trimming *Tree Trimming
• Tree & Stump Removal
• Cleanup Service
• Full Line ofEquipment

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
-

YARD
Al•••
SALE
„ • __- SEASON
,

• itteltoi•tik•i.s.c,.

ADVERTISE

Your Yard Sale 3 Times c.c

112 ad 25 word
'7.50
'12.50
'15.00
'14.00
'19.00
'23.00

SAVE

max.

1 insertion
2 insertion s
3 insertions
la ad 70 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must beid in adtance

DEADLINES ARE 21DAYS IN ADVIUICF.:
Monday Edition
Fnday Ii a m
Friday 3 p.m
Tuesday Ediuon
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p m
Fnday Echuon
Wednesday 3 p m
Saturday Edition.....
Thursday 3 p rn
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
.. ,.the

Murray Ledger & Times
Cl ame ified Depart meet

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estimates 489-6125.
MICHAEL'S HANDYMAN
SERVICE
CAN DO IT ALL!
Professional Painting (indoor & outdoor)
Plumbing,
carpentry work (decks,
floors, roofs, remodeling,
room additions, home improvements). Underpinning, Landscaping, Pressure Washing. References
available. Free Estimates.
901-644-2599 or 901-7826170. 901-644-3394
REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
POBOY'S Lawn Mowing.
Call 759-4659.
ROOFING, Painting &
Handyman. 30 years expenence. 474-0107
SILK flower arrangements
for weddings etc. Call Katie at 270-436-2347
SMALL engine repair.
Mowers for sale
753-0260.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment_ Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TRAVIS ASPHALT
SEALING.
Dnveway Sealing
FREE ESTIMATES'
Call Travis at
753-2279.
TREE Jobs, lawn mowing
spring cleaning & hauling
We do it all, give us a call
489-2092
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALLPAPERING
10yrs. Experience. Removal of old paper & wall
prep also done $15.00
DBL Roll. 753-8743.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Cali
753-2592.
WILL Push Mow & Weed
eat small to medium yards
435-4432.
VVYANT'S Car Valet. Detail wash & wax. 753-7262

7/
'THE

LASSIFIEDS
Umere

The Deals Are?

FREE: Kittens, 6 weeks
old Mixed colors Call
489-2544

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
505 S. 12th St. • 75:1440S0
.1
'Ilteerany.

fa4ctef

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
"Star Wars" prequel is setting box-

more, earned $21.9 million in three
days last year. The comparable
three-day figure for "Notting Hill"
was $22.2 million.
"Star Wars" locked up the children's audience and the "thrill
ride" fails, studio executives said,
while the love story between Ms.
Roberts as a Hollywood star and
Hugh Grant as a quirky British
bookstore owner drew an older
crowd for second place.
Still, the "Star Wars" film is
flying. It already holds records for
opening day and five-day totals,
and is the fastest to break the
$100 million barrier (five days).
Universal's strategy to open its
films before and after "Star Wars"

paid off. "The Mummy," the studio's own thrill ride movie, was
in third place with $12.7 million.
It has grossed $117.1 million in
four weeks.
The only other new film in
wide release, "The Thirteenth
Floor," opened in fifth place. The
film noir had a disappointing $4.3 million, industry estimates showed Monday.
"The Love Letter," also billed
as a romantic alternative, tanked
in its second week, dropping out
of the top 10 list with a gross of
$1.3 million.
Estimated grosses for Friday
through Monday at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
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Relations Co. Inc.:
1. "Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace," $64.8 million.
2. "Notting, Hill," $27.8 million.
3. "The Mummy," $12.7 million.
4. "Entrapment," $6.3 million.
5. "The .Thirteenth Floor," $4.3
million.
6. "The Matrix," $3.1 million.
7. "William Shakespeare's A
Dream,"
Night's
Midsummer
$2.004 million.
8. "Never Been Kissed," $2
million.
9. "Life," $1.4 million.
10. "Election," $1.38 million.

HOROSCOPES
Getting down to basics stimulates innovative thinking, but it could also draw
anger from an associate or a loved
some
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
one. Establish limits, as tough as that
June 2, 1999
internalize whatever goes
Akays remember what your long-term may be. Others
up!
objectives are One-to-one relating will on. Tonight: Whoop it
22)
21-July
(June
CANCER
help you to better understand what is
builds on the homegoing on around you Others might gen- **** Pressure
in the mood to deal
erate a lot of steam and smoke, making front, but you're not
you wonder what is driving them Talks with it. Go in your own direction. socializing and responding to the moment. Be
prove to be revealing and informative
As a result, you make strong decisions in touch with long-term goals .. then you
professionally. emotionally and finan- might be ready for an uncomfortable
cially. If you are single, you'll want, and conversation with a family member
Tonight: Join friends for dinner.
in some way crave, a deep relationship
Unless the situation you choose is LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
extremely physical, fighting could erupt **** Work demands attention,
out of nowhere If attached, refuse to get despite your desire to talk on the phone,
into a struggle over children, hobbies make plans with friends and socialize.
and/or creative projects CAPRICORN Balancing responsibilities with the joys
of life challenges you. Both can be done
reads you better than you think
if you screen calls. Use your lunch break
wisely! Tonight: Off for a game of racYou'll
Day
The Stars Show the Kind of
4-Positive; quetball or tennis.
Have:
5-Dynamic:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
***** You are more than ready to
nsk. Still, be aware of costs and damages
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
* ** Frustration causes tempers to before you leap. Creativity surges; you
flare. You assume a lot of responsibility; know which way to go and when. If you
this could make you the target of resent- are single. a relationship could be growment. It goes along with leadership roles. ing from a flirtation. If attached, agree to
A partner is challenging He really wants disagree! Tonight: A midweek break.
to be closer, but he has a difficult way of LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
expressing his feelings. Tonight: In the *** Energy is high. Pace yourself and
charge through responsibilities, personal
limelight.
matters and work. If you lose your conTAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
* **** You make a difference centration, you could turn into a virtual
because of your abilities to seek out terror! Allow time for lengthy breaks.
information and to ask the nght ques- Plan on getting together with a friend for
tions. Moving past rigid thinking makes lunch. Tonight: Walk with a family member.
you a leader. Channel your high energy
into a yyork project Make time for some SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
personal relaxation. also. Tonight: Play *** You could be a bit self-destructive. Recognize what is going on, espeon the Internet.
cially if you suddenly discover that a
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Communication is key to conversation turns hostile! Humor can
understanding another, and vice versa. help you detach. Schedule meetings.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

BARKLEY LAKE'S MOST PRESTIGIOUS AREA.If you want the fines, it's
all yours in this three bedroom, three bath, 2 half-baths, formal living room,
great room, office & truly gourmet kitchen. Four fireplaces, a view from every
room, three car garage, sprinkler system, sound system throughout the house.
Amenities too numerous to mention. All this on 2 acres beautifully landscaped.
300 ft. shore line. MLS #3001577

Clear your desk while returning calls.
Tonight: A stress-free visit with a fnend
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
* *** Expenses ultimately need to be
tailored to you. Listen to feedback from a
friend. Reconstruct your budget accordingly. There might be something you
really want to buy or do; start working
and saving for it now. Join fnends, network and expand your horizons. Tonight.
Indulge a little.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19
***** Melt barriers, rather than creating them. A power struggle could be
more destructive than you think. Still,
you come out on top. Relating to (or as)
an authority figure could be full of land
mines. Use your smile and your positive
energy. Tonight: Whatever makes you

happy.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18)
*** Refuse to be cornered into making a decision. Make calls, reach out for
others and touch base with those at a distance. Take a risk, grab a new opportunity. Sign up for a class or take a trip. Both
will be mind-expanding, which is just
what you need Tonight: Curl up with a
book.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 201
***** Get together with fnends.
Make an important meeting. Keep your
long-term goals in mind and refuse to be
distracted_ Lighten up. Stay in contact
with your feelings. A partner or associate
might be pushing his luck. Establish
boundanes that stick. Don't back off.
Tonight: Chatting with a neighbor.
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY •(502)674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
O.C.
J 1/2' plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2•4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O 4•4 raised curb

A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. s1 studds. 16
0.0
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

ERZ

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models
1.11111Iii=1111111

111111
""4"
'
."
affilr
1 CAR 112x20)
2 CAR (18001
LARGE 2 CAR (22•22)
2 CAR (24•24)
LARGE 2 CAR(2400)

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18•20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22•22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (2400)

$3.525
54.325
$4.625
54.825
55.425

54.025
S4.725
S5.125
S5.225
$5.925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

FOR

MAGNIFICENT HOME on premier point lot Panoramic Vistas 344 feet of
shoreline on Kentucky Lake MIS #3001626
• Custom built stoneidryvit home in 1995 • Gently sloping descent to water.
• European design kitchen with
• Great fishing, boating and hunting
•
8 foot island
• Boat dock with electricity
• MBR with exercise room with fireplace
and deep water
• Four bedrooms, three baths
•3,500+ living area, 4,800+ under roof

My DAP
HE BUILT
SELF., Al
Pit40,10
19 SORT

RED WATER ESTATES
ON MAIN LAKE

GOOD COUNTRY ROADS TAKE YOU HOMESITES - in a beautiful wooded
VIEW,
BEAUTIFUL
WATERFRONT LOT AND DOCK! HOME, to this custom built 2 bed- lakefront subdivision, only minutes
Top that off with new hardwood or tile room, 2 bath home with a beautiful from town Restrictions enforced and
floors, remodeled bath, fresh paint view of the lake. Screened in porch, boat ramp available. Prices for the lots
and decor and this Panorama Shores fireplace with gas logs, 2 car garage, vary from $5,000 to $18,000.
home becomes a must to see, Priced to lots of closets and storage. Call for MLS 03001123
your showing today. MLS 03001596
sell at $144,900. MLS 03001598

PRIME WATERFRONT LOTS Beginning in the $30's. Dock permissible, paved roads, electrical service and
wells are in place. Beautifully develneighborhood.
restricted
oping
Waterview and small parcels also
available. Call 753-1222 for complete
price lists and plat. MLS #3001295

scennentendecti seance:ant. -

-Breakfast Special Everyday - s2.15

B1'ew:m.4 aml Full Rcgular Menu Serred ANY71.11E
Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $1.95
Noon Buffet-Sun.-Fri. $4.50
Country Supper Buffet- Mon.-Sat. $4.95

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

PEA
CUSTOMIZED TO PERFECTION Low maintenance three bedroom, two
bath lakeview home. Tbtally remodeled in last three years Has place for
motor home,central gas heat and electric air. Panorama Shores $75,000.
MLS 03001370

LAKE AREA - Two to three bedrooms,
two bath
home. Living room fireplace with gas logs, dining room, large eatin kitchen_ Family room on lower level,
wood burning fireplace complete with all
furniture Central heat Si air, screened
porch. detached garage with work shop
and boat shed $117,500 MIS 03001576

CEDARLING HILLS LOG HOME!
This custom built log home nestled on
a lovely wooded lot is a real charmer.
3 bedroom, 2.5 bath with all the
amenities. Restricted lake subdivision. MIS #3001616

A BEAUTIFUL WATERFRONT LOT with
290 feet of shoreline provides the setting for this
masterfully updated home Amenities include a
totally remodeled kitchen with custom McCoy
cabinets and new appliances, new master bath
new tilt windows and much more Pnvate dock
and Panorama Shores location make it perfect
lake choice $178,500 MLS t3001653
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Warehouse Tire
\4.

400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
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DEAR

the hands of a capable gastroenterologist — preferably one willing to put
you on a reasonable payment schedule — who will review all your previous tests and then sit down with you
to plan an appropriate strategy
Although your health has apparently
not suffered yet, I think you would be
smart to address your problem in a
timely manner.
DEAR DR. GOVT Is masturbation
pleasurable for a man even though he
cannot achieve orgasm? My husband
has Alzheimer's disease and cannot
seem to have relations, yet he asks
me to pleasure him. Nothing happens,
we get tired and go to sleep. Am I just
making him more miserable? Should I
just put him off until he forgets about
it?
DEAR READER: Sexuality often
encompasses more than orgasm.
Intimate touching, petting, cuddling,
kissing and hugging may satisfy many
people, especially those who are
elderly and infirm. Such non-orgasmic
activity could well be appropriate for
your husband. Speaking in general
terms, however, I can tell you that
prolonged genital stimulation in
males, without sexual release, usually
leads to unpleasant pelvic congestion
and a feeling of unresolved tension.
Therefore, if your husband can no
longer climax, you're probably doing
him no favors — or yourself either —
by fruitlessly masturbating him.

By Peter H. Gott, MI)
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LOOKING BACK

spersed with painful, cruel comTen years ago
along with Nancy Jones, Nancy
ments such as, -Gina has a big
1989-90 Foundation for
The
Diuguid, Marilyn Simons, Cindy
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 34 and can•
nose," "Gina is fat," "Gina wears
not gain weight. I've always been
ugly clothes," "Gina is dumb." I Excellence in Public Education
Parker and Debbie Lee.
about 20 pounds underweight, despite
were
winners
didn't cry in front of my daughter Mini-Grants
Births reported include a girl
a high-calorie nutritious diet. Over the
when I read them, but I broke down announced at the Murray City Board
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Younker,
years, I've been tested for parasites,
later.
breakfast at Murray High School.
May 26, and a boy to Mr. and
diabetes, thyroid disorders, and celiac
When Gina's teacher learned They were Joan Bowker, Cindy
John Warner, May 27,
Mrs.
disease - all negative. However, multhere were hurtful remarks on her
Patricia Evans was installed as
tiple stool specimens have had a high
paper, she tried to erase them, but Hodges, Beth Stribling, John
worthy advisor of Murray Assemfat content. One doctor urged an
the words were still faintly visible. Stroube, Ted Dotson, Cyndi
intestinal biopsy, but I currently have
She made the guilty students apolo- Cohoon, Jean Bennett, Jean Hurt,
bly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
no health insurance, so this is not an
gize, but the damage had already Faye Beyer, Barbara Wildey, Cindy
for Girls.
option. Is there a diet that will help
been done. I asked Gina if she Clemson, Lashlee Foster, Tina RatForty years ago
me with this problem?
wanted me to keep the paper terree, Lee Pinkston and Jane
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor
because of all the nice comments Blankenship. Melissa Easley is
DEAR READER: From your brief
of First United Methodist Church,
written there, but she said, "No, I
description, I suspect that you have
Murray, has been named suPerindon't ever want to see that paper chairman of the foundation.
malabsorption syndrome: Something
The Rev. Jack Geurin has been
tendent of the Paris District of the
again."
in your system is preventing the propI know the teacher meant well, named as pastor of West Fork
er absorption of nutrients. Because
United Methodist Church. He will
but she should have reviewed the Baptist Church.
fat is the least digestible dietary comreplace the Rev. Walter E. Miscomments before she distributed
ponent, you are losing excess fat in
Twenty years ago
chke who will now come to First
them. Abby, please remind teachers
your stools.
Anita J. Thomas, Certified ProChurch, Murray, as pastor.
to do that, because even with the fessional Secretary, was named the
The causes of malabsorption would
Joe Nell Rayburn, Mrs. Edwin
most positive exercise, ugliness can
fill an entire printed page; they range
Kentucky Secretary of the Larson,
1979
show
its
face.
Mrs. Garnett Jones and
from primary intestinal disorders,
MOM OF A WOUNDED Year" by the Kentucky Division
Miss Lillian Tate are 1959-60 offisuch as sprue and pancreatic defiDAUGHTER of the National Secretaries Asso- cers of the Murray Toastmistress
ciency, to vascular and endocrine disciation International during the Club.
eases. The treatment depends on the
DEAR MOM: You're right. 27th annual meeting at Fort
cause. I hesitate to give you a blanket
Fifty years ago
Children can be cruel, and the
endorsement of any dietary therapy.
Mitchell. She is secretary to Dr.
Today
marks the 157th anniverteacher
was thoughtless and
However, some are helpful. For examRichard Gray, vice president for sary
of the admission of Kentucky
naive to have circulated the
ple, avoidance of milk products may
administrative services at Murray
into the union. This year marks
DEAR GOING FOR BROKE: papers without first having
reduce stool fat in lactose-intolerant
It's time to stop jumping checked them over. The kind of State University.
the 127th anniversary of the estabindividuals; Pepto-Bismol and pancreCoffield Vance, Tim Scruggs,
through hoops for your friends. hurt your daughter experiatic-enzyme supplements can likewise
lishment of Calloway County. CalJones and Brenda Overcast
Toni
time
enced
next
The
you
return
can
from
linger
for
years.
assist patients with certain infections
loway was the 72nd county in the
Hazel
the
officers
concession
of
the
are new
stand with an
Help Gina explore and develor a pancreatic insufficiency.
state
in order of formation. The
Like most Alzheimer's patients, he
armload of goodies, announce op her talents in an area in
Alumni Association elected at the
Despite your lack of insurance, you may be unable to express his needs
first
county
seat of Calloway was
each
what
of
owes
which
them
you
she
for
can
shine
and
annual banquet with Dr. Will Frank
may have to bite the bullet and under- clearly. When
Wadesboro with a population of
he asks you to pleasure
the
they
items
receive
requested.
To
positive
do
reinforcement.
speaker.
Steely
as
go definitive testing. Your doctor him,
he may mean only that he wants
300 persons.
so is not considered impolite, And please reassure her that
apparently believes that you may have closeness and touching.
Thirty years ago
My advice is:
better
very
it's
than
and
few
going
people
broke
are
universally
Mary Lou Doron and Winford
a primary intestinal disorder that try
Suzanne Jones and Brenda
non-genital touching and caresspopular. It is unrealistic to
in the bleachers.
Claiborne were married May 26
could be diagnosed with a biopsy. ing.
drum
twin
be
will
Richardson
After a few minutes, give him a
expect everyone to like you.
at the home of her parents. Dr.
Therefore, such a procedure may be kiss, roll over
and turn in.
majors of the Murray High School
Some people require more time
your best bet.
and
Mrs. D.W. Doron,
DEAR ABBY: I saw the letters than others to develop their
Black and Gold Marching Band
I suggest that you place yourself in
about class projects in which stu- social skills.
for 1969-70. Linda Boyd and Conie
dents wrote something nice about
Lowry will be co-head majorettes
the other students, and how appreciated those comments were. Let me
CONTRACT BRIDGE
tell you about a project with unfortunate results.
dummy, losing to the king, and
I have a sweet, intelligent North dealer.
By The Associated Press
daughter I'll call "Gina." Two years Both sides vulnerable
East returned a heart to dummy's
Today is Tuesday. June 1, the
NORTH
ago, her fourth-grade teacher asked
ace.South then attacked diamonds,
152nd day of 1999. There are 213
AJ3
the students to write something
forcing out East's ace. East redays
left in the year.
nice
about each of the other stuA6
Ice Cream Co.
turned a heart to declarer's queen,
Today's
Highlight in History:
dents, then gave the messages to
•K Q 9 8 5
and
South
eventually made 10tricks
Watch For Us In Your
On June 1, 1813, the U.S. Navy
the student to whom they per+J 7 2
after losing a club to West's ace. All
Neighborhood!
tained. The teacher did not look
WEST
EAST
told, South scored four diamonds, gained its motto as Capt. James
over the messages before she dis* K 1082
+64
three clubs,two hearts and aspade. Lawrence, commander of the U.S.
tributed them.
V J 102
11K 9 8 73 The defenders scored only their frigate "Chesapeake," said "Don't
Abby, while Gina received many •7 6 4 2
•A 3
two aces and the king of hearts. give up the ship" during a losing
compliments, they were inter+A5
+9843
The contract should have been battle with a British frigate.
SOUTH
defeated,however.East missed the
On this date:
Q975
opportunity for a fine play. He
In 1792, Kentucky became the
Q 54
should have ducked the jack of 15th state of the union.
BLONDIE
•J 10
hearts at trick one (signaling with
In 1796, Tennessee became the
4K Q 106
the nine) instead of winning the 16th
state.
The bidding:
trick with the king. Had he done
In 1868, James Buchanan, the
North East
South West that,the defense would have scored
1•
Pass
1+
Pass
three heart tricks as well as its two 15th president of the United States,
died near Lancaster, Pa,
2
Pass
2 NT
Pass
aces.
In 1943. a civilian flight from
3 NT
East should assume that West
Opening lead —jack of hearts.
has precisely J-10-x of hearts. If Lisbon to London was shot down
In the normal course of that is West's holding, winning the by the Germans during World War
events, you are a defender half of first trick with the king may prove II, killing all aboard, including
the time and either declarer or fatal, since East needs the king as actor Leslie Howard,
dummy the other half of the time. an entry for his hearts after the
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle
It follows, therefore, that a player queen and ace are gone, and he no became premier of France.
cannot expect to be successful with- longer has the ace of diamonds.
In 1968, author-lecturer Helen
out becoming a competent de- When West eventually gains the Keller, who earned a college
degree
fender.
lead with the ace ofclubs, his heart despite being blind and deaf almost
CATHY
To defend well is not always return sinks the contract.
all of her life, died in Westport,
easy, though; in fact, there are
It can be argued that ducking
VAN DO `40U ThINK
times when it is extraordinarily thejack of hearts would be a losing Conn. THEY CALL IT
In 1980, Cable News Network
difficult. For example, take this play if declarer had only Q-x. This
"ACTIVE WEAR./
deal where West got off on the is true enough, but that argument made its debut.
NOT
One year ago: President Clinright foot when he led the heart is not sound because it credits West
"SITTING' WEAR" ??!
GROSS!
jack in an effort to find his partner's with J-10-x-x —and with that hold- ton abruptly abandoned his execD(SRISTINET
long suit.
ing, West would lead fourth-best utive privilege claim in the MonGET IT Off
Declarer played low from initially rather than the jack.
ica Lewinsky investigation, reducOf ME!
ing the prospect of a quick Supreme
Tomorrow: A diabolical deception.
Court review of a dispute over
GET IT
the testimony of presidential aides.
Thousands of refugees from SerCROSSWORDS
bia's Kosovo province streamed into
neighboring Albania to escape deadACROSS
36 Traveler
ly fighting.
38 Those
1 Actor Parker
holding office
Answer to Previous Puzzle
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
39 Woman's
5 Arab
DEAR ABBY I have read your
column for more than 20 years but
have never written. However, I
have not seen my problem addressed, and I'm hoping you can
help me.
•
My wife and I enjoy season tickets to the Milwaukee Bucks with
three other couples. When I go to
the conceasion stand, I feel the
polite thing to do is to ask if anyone
else would like anything. Most of
the time, the other couples will
order a snack or beverage. I always
buy them. The problem is they
rarely reciprocate. Occasionally,
they'll offer, but more often than not
they simply do not go to the concession stand or wait until I go.
At times, I actually hold off getting a soda for fear that it will end
up being a $30 trip. They are not
otherwise what I would call "cheap."
We have never had a problem splitting a restaurant bill.
As I'm sure you are aware, the
prices at auditoriums and stadiums
are quite steep. Any suggestions?
Please hurry, or I may go broke
through the playoffs.
GOING FOR BROKE
FOR THE BUCKS

TODAY IN HISTORY
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My DAD WAS A REFUGEE,
HE BUILT HIS BUS4NESS HIMSELF WOG A r-olz-a.iNE
AS0,10 HIM,-THIS xousE
IS SORT OF A MONUMENT

WHEN WE WERE KIPS,my
SISTER AND I COULDN'TIMA6
INE HOW PE0P14 LIVED IN
TINY APARTMENTS. NoW,
WE CAN'T IMAGINE
WiNfr LIKE THIS.

garment
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12 — Mountains
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17 Songlike
19 Slumbered
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HOME IS TO Me,Ail ?

My CAfZ AND My 13AC4CACI( AMP My CAMERAS.
TI4AT'S AL.L I NEED To
BE"HOME"
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50 Indolent
51 Loved one
52 Ultimate
degree
54 Skin ailment
55 Television
award
56 The long —
of the law
57 Clothes tinter

DOWN

24 — sequitur

26 Atlantic —
sind
clod
Iso
ete

GARFIELD
'TIME TO GET SOME
HOUSEHOLD CHORES DONE

BREAK
TIME

28 Piece out
31 60 mins
32 Gratuity
33 Negative
prefix
34 "Caroline in
the City" star
I
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1 Expensive
coats
2 Relating to a
time
3 Cotton fabric
4 Slides
5 — Arbor,

Mich
6 Type of gun
7 Motorists'
org
8 "Kiss Me
9 Girl's game
10 Craving
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22
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THOMAS PAINE SAID
'THESE ARE THE TIMES THAT
TRY MEN'S SOULS"
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11 Resort of
New Mexico
16 Serge's dog
18 Check
22 Outer
23 Records
24 Sports org
25 Mineral
27 Healing
goddess
29 Relatives
30 Printer's
measures
35 Shining
36 Clenched
hand
37 Transported
with delight
38 Folly
40 Wing-shaped
42 Homer poem
43 Alphabet
sequence
44 Expression
used to get
attention
46 Anglo-Saxon
slave
47 Prophet
49 Nahoor
sheep
50 Electrical unit
53 26th pres

Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 =a.m
6 mo.
1 yr..

$18.00
836.00
872.00

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 ma.
$49.50

8 mo.
1 yr..
Check
Visa

$59.50
$85.00
Money Order
111/C

City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, BY 42071
Or call

(502) 753-1916
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Tyson O'Bryan, a student at Calloway County High, works Calloway County High student Courtney
as part of the Community-Based Work Transition Program. Menzies works on a short story unit in
literature.

Micah Littlepage and Lucas Elzie take turns
jumping rope on a warm, sunny winter day
during recess time at North Elementary.

an MMS stuNorth Elementary recently had a visit from Dr. Huong Brian Fogle,
won a
recently
dent,
keeping
Kelly. Here, she discusses the importance of
bouncing
of
package
your teeth healthy and having regular exams.
balls for guessing how
many jelly beans was in
a jar.

Southwest Elementary fourth- and fifth-grade students participated in
math-a-thon for St. Jude's Hospital.

These Murray Elementary P4 students welcomed Froggy to
the school. He invited everyone to the recent Easter Egg
hunt.

Fifth-grade students from Southwest Elementary are making ceramics for Mother's Day.
Calloway County Preschool Center students make collage fish
after reading the book "The Rainbow Fish" as part of an ocean
thematics unit.

Charde Hudspeth won
a stuffed tiger for her
guess at the jelly beans
count. She is a student
at MMS.

Several Murray Elementary students and their principal are dressed to enjoy activities welcoming
spring

Shelby Johnson and Morgan Steiner enjoy reading chapter books throughout the school day at Murray Elementary.

•

You say you re having trouble with your
vision? I have the answer. My Dad'
Dr. Kevm Adams

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL

Students are enjoying building with large
blocks during free choice time at the
Calloway County Preschool Center.

East Elementary students role play different ways to say
no during DARE activities conducted by Sgt. Melodie Jones.

Protect yotit
obile Home

Year Round
Program
4eevute:49.

ektoaS Pexty
The World is our
Playground
Matt McReynolds, John
Hu,and Dylan Boone

E

ECA RE SPP.(' , ;1'1 1..ti
30x S. 121h St.• NIsirra. 10 4211- 1 • 759-25110

Serving Ages 3
through 5

753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

"Welcome To This New Year"

We're in the business of providing protection. That means
we have policies for all kinds of needs. We have a policy
just for'mobile home owners, providing protection for the
home, personal property, and liability. Find out more
about Shelter's Mobile Homeowners policy.
We'll always
be there for you
Harold 'Jack' Romaine
105 N 12th St • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Shelter Insurance Co., Home Office: 1817 W. Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

